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A LAST DITCH FIGHT

Moran, Senior, Recommended By Moran, Junior, Being Made To Keep Icebreaker Kickapoo Here

With the full realization of the ex
tent of loss and suffering resulting
from the floods ln 13 eastern states
lt became necessary for the Ameri
can Red Cross to double Its relief
Unwllling to believe that the Coast until such time as a new Ice breaker
The Rockland postmaster contest, patch to thc Press Herald quoted
budget so that Knox County's quota which has been exciting so much in Congressman Moran as saying that Guard cutter Kickapoo is to be. lost ls built
ed the name of a prominent Thomas
take ber PIace" The Governor and Council could
has been raised to 81600 The need terest the past year, was settled yes his father stood at the head.
ton business man, William T. Smith,
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region,
ex•»
Clever men are good but they ♦
well interest themselves in this mat
"And, lo! Ben Adhem's name led
is too well known to be stressed as terday with the appointment of Ed
who ls Just completing hls third year
* are not the beet, t—Thomas
Senator Albert C. McLoon, acting as ter.'
ward
C.
Moran.
Sr.,
father
of
the
all the rest!" (May hls tribe In
-s- Carlvle
♦ as a member of the board of select
is the splendidly organized work of
a member of the Chamber of Com
8econd District Congressman.
crease) .
the
Red
Cross.
The Bangor News sent the follow
men in that town.
Last summer the Impression was
The method of recommendation merce last week took up the cudgels
ing telegram to the Senators and
This morning's total as nearly
Mr. Smith has long possessed a
adopted
by
Congressman
Moran,
as
of protest, corresponding with Con
EASY IF YOU KNOW HOW
Representatives from Maine:
natural deaire to serve in the State
complete as could be ascertained ls
satirically described by Judge Pattan gressman Moran and eventually
"Maine people along the coast and
Legislature, but had no thought of
gall in an article elsewhere, does not
8762 43 on the county's total 11600.
Rockland. March 20
hearing
from
the
officials
higher
up.
In
this section enraged at contem
seeking a, nomination at this time,
appear to have been followed in this
quota, an excellent showing. AH
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
plated junking of the Ice breaker
Not
satisfied
to
let
the
matter
drop
when he does so at the urgent re
instance, so lt wlll never be known
In the problem by "F" the number
Recent experience of
Harold J. Foster, the new assistant towns are co-operating splendidly, a
quest of friends in various parts ot
just how much he has done for his there. Mr. McLoon made a hurried Kickapoo.
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notable
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the
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_
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t.
,
ui
Kickapoo
In
saving
Bangor and other
the county, and because it had be general passeager agent of the Maine
party or how many Republicans he trip to Bangor where he laid hts
.
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i Communities from flood disaster has
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ever
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before
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and
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the field. The number of acres Ls
Myrtle B. Sherman, secretary, as a
caused people to see the absurdity of
manner ln which the recent DemoMr. Smith ls a native of Attleboro, tha corporation since 1916. He has first Installment. Chairman Basil H.
equal to the square rods ln the field,
business men of the Queen City.
' present plans of the Coast Ouard to
been promoted from the position of
divided by 160 Solving these two Mass., but has been a resident of
Stinson ls anxious to complete the
He found ready listeners there for abandon the only serviceable Ice
assistant general representative.
equations, we get 64 000 acres in the Maine the past 14 years, engaged
quota at the earliest possible mo
the
Kickapoo has served as a life- breaker on the Atlantic coast. Local
field and the same number of rails tn here and ln Thomaston in the heat
ment. so please make donations
saver
in the upper Penobscot and Its organizations have been stirred to
ing, ventilating and engineering busi
the fence.
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promptly.
i action and are about to launch a
ness Hls present place of business ls
decommissioning would be a sad blow vlgorous campalgn of protest Sug.
"What did I tell you, Ken? ’.
Donations may be sent to The
ln the latter town. He has never A Jay See Hets Hard Work
to the business life of that port in gest you act and act quickly. ThouCourler-Oazette. Rockland Savings
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Bank. First National Bank. Knox widespread that Hector O. Staples,
wlnter.
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To
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one which he now holds, as select
The Bangor Commercial edited by hands within a few days.''
County Trust Co. and its branch commander of Winslow-Holbrook Post
The John Bird Co. took tne Water
man. As the present chairman of the
swers the Problems
Oliver L. Hall, a former Rockland
jn hls last letter to Congressman
Company across Thursday night by
banks or to any Red Cross officer.
was "as good as appointed,' and it
Board he reviews with pardonable
man. expressed lte amusement that Moran dated yesterday. Mr McLoon
26 pins. A water man was the hero,
Previously reported
........8 68 00 was no secret that he had the backing
satisfaction the fine showing Thom Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the Oovemment should plan to Junk concludes with this statement:
however. Bee Winslow chalking up a
Rockland City Band ............... 25 00 of the Moran faction—or thought he
Where is he now? I refer to Mr.
aston has made financially and other
the sturdy cutter in the Interests of [ -The idea of Junking this stalwart
string of 119, and having high total.
Frank Alden ............................ 1000 did.
wise the past year—the best showing X. Is he ln Africa with hls caravan?,
economy,
and said:
The summary:
craft for three or four thousand dol
Methebesec Club ....... _........... 15.00
A rude surprise awaited the Staples
for a number of years, according to What a globe trotter he 1st How I
"It ls no idle belief that the Kick lars is preposterous. She is a better
Mrs. C M Blake. Orace Blake 8.00 supporters when they learned that
Water Company — Dolham 278,
envy him In my mud surrounded
the reports.
apoo saved Bangor and Brewer, as boat today mechanically than when
Wltham 215. M. Winslow 290. Curtis
Mr. ii Mrs R P Conant ...... 1000 Congressman Moran's father had en
Mr. Smith Is a member of the domicile, far from the haunts of civi
well as other places lower down the she first came to Maine because she
W. F Brawn ____ _________
2.00 tered the lists. In Issuing the status'
264. Simmons 261. total 1308
Orange and Rockland Lodge of Elks, lization. At least his scenes are
river from great losses.
had 847 000 laid out on her tn 1934.”
Mr & Mrs. L. A. Thurston
10.00 of the qualified applicants some1
John Bird Co—Jordan 266, F
and tomorrow becomes a member of changing while mine are steadily and
The Bangor Chamber of Commerce
The business men of Rockland and
Dr. it Mrs. N A. Fogg ______ 500 months ago. the Civil Service Com
Winslow 239. Cummings 265, Snowmonotonously
similar
—
mountain
tops
the rapidly growing Rockland Lions
and other similar bodies have been vicinity have worked for months on
286 Mason 278, total 1334
Mr.
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O.
Gurdy
.......
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mission
named
them
ln
this
order:
Club. He has been two busy to have and shifting road beds.
The Legislature of 1935 authorized strongly protesting the removal and this matter, without finding definite
Hector G. Staples
Those little tents of which he writes Mrs. Faith Berry ................... 1.00
a hobby, but if he does have one it Is
destruction of the Kickapoo but as encouragement ln the situation.
the use of voting machines
David
L.
McCarty
Vinalhaven
Red
Cross
______
5
00
Few who writ* to the newspa
a desire to see better roads ln his must be beautiful. 50 in a bunch, a
yet have been unable to change the They are now facing their last-ditch
Edward
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Sr.
Mrs.
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Ayer
......................
3.00
per realise that thirty line* will
district, and this would be one of the small village, always on the go Maybe
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■•cure a hundred reader*, while
Rockland k Thomaston A k P
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and
the
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ends to which he would pledge him
halt a column secure* one.
Last week it became known that big boss and hls “8imon Legreet,'' is ment.
up-river protest.
8tores _________________ 1200
and the alligator, but ever changing
self lf elected, he says.
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•
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by
E
E
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_
____
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__
_.
5
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perhaps
the
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answer.
bliss the portion of Mr. X. Would
Anyhow it looks like “the full din
Assurances that the Maine mem
LEGION'S BIRTHDAY
that I might be able to “wax poetical" Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown ----- 5.00 these four candidates, but lt was not
made known how they stood relative ner pall" for Massa Ed until 1940 bers of Congress are doing their ut
Mrs
Maggie
Oraves
_________
100
lf that be the idiomatical term, but
133TdcTh-tf
Blood is thicker than water—or most to secure the retention of the Observance a Happy One De
5.00 ly Nor did it become known until
I can't. Wouldst that I also might Mr. it itn E. F Olover..........
this morning when a Washington des- promises. Assuming there were such. U. S. S. Kickapoo for Penobscot Bay
Thomaston
Branch:
—
defy the lion and the crocodile.
spite Unavoidable Absence
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
and river service, are expressed in a
I am glad he says hls last problem Baptist S. 8. Junior Dept........ 3.00
Of Guest Speakers
Jessie
M.
8tewart
_________
1.00
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- delayed letter received Monday
ls "dead easy." This cheers me to
(Swift's Best Heavy Western Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
The
Waldos
_______________
2
00
morning by President Joseph D. Oarattempt a solution. Form of each
In spite of the bad weather, and
land of Bangor Chamber of Com
tent. 10 feet square, pyramid, altitude, Thomaston Olrl 8couts ___ .... 100
the
fact that the guest speakers
St.
Paul's
Lodge
F.
k
A.
M
.....
1000
merce from Senator Wallace H.
12 feet; square 12 equals 144; square
.Idrrrtiffmrnt
Catherine
and
Lucy
Ball
„
.......
2.00
were
unable to be present, owing to
White.
5, distance to center. 25; total. 169;
EDITORIAL I am pleased to note Camden can expect very little assist
"Ex-Senator Albert C. McLoon of flood conditions, a most pleasant and
extract square root of 169 equals 13 The Courler-Oazette _______ 10.00
feet slant height; perimeter of tent. Dr & Mrs Ellingwood ........ . 50.00 that The Camden Herald in its last ance from anybody who operates a Rockland, a representative of the congenial evening was spent last
5 00 week's editorial acknowledges and ex "racket" In the form of slot machines, Chamber of Commerce visited Ban Thursday night.
40 feet; multiply perimeter by 6S feet McCarty Family --------------which is te slant height, making 260 Union Branch Red Cross ...... 89 00 cesses its belief that the condition of and let me eay that double crossing Is gor Sunday and consulted with
Telegrams and long distance phone
square feet in each tent surface; 260 8 W L ......................................... 2000 the town's business is not entirely bad business. There are other slot President Garland of Ihe Bangor calls arrived at noon with the un
times 50 equals 13.000 square feet in Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R...... 1000 free from criticism. Mr. Editor name machines but they are all going out. Chamber relative to thc situation, welcome news that Smith Dunnack.
50 tents; divide by 9 to get square Warren Baptist Church ......... 2125 the amount of criticism it will bear? and will stay out. There should not both gentlemen being determined to James L. Boyle. Malcolm E. Stoddard
yards; 1,444 4-9 square yards, answer. Wilbur A. Morse. Friendship .. 25 00 I am also pleased that you acknowl be any mystery ln Town Government. exercise every possible effort to pre and Francis McDonnell, guest speak
500 edge a "self-appointed Moses to lead The citizens of Camden may be Inter- vent the destruction of the Kickapoo ers, were unable to be on hand.
Even easier than Mr. X stated. Thank B.A. k Patience Murphy ____
Louis A. Walker----------------- 200 the Town out of the wilderness." Mr. I ested to read carefully Section 4 of Residents of Bangor and all the
I you. Mr. X.
A. Jay See.
But the program had to go on, and
Mr. k Mrs. B. B Reed ______ 2.00 Editor I doubt your statement regard The Town Charter. “The Selectmen river communities are asked to assist headed with a most enjoyable supper,
Union. March 21.
1.00 ing your opinions being shared by s elected as herein provided shall meet by wiling or writing to Maine mem prepared and served by Howard
P S. Should that distance to cen Helen McIntosh ___________
100 ubstantial group; frankly I believe, within 24 hours after their election bers of Congress and stressing very Dunbar and his able assistants, a
ter be measured on the diagonal line A E. Hunt _______________
100 that practically all of the citizens of and shall choose by written ballot one strongly against action that will pre program of speaking, music and
of the 10 feet square base, lt would Fireproof Garage ____
take more canvas and an exact root American Legion ---------------- 50 00 Camden are interested in Efficient of their number to be chairman, and vent the Kickapoo from being avail moving pictures was enjoyed.
would be practically Impossible but Mr. k Mrs H. A. Buffum ----- 10.00 Town Government, and If there are shall appoint a secretary, an affidavit able for future work as an Ice
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, chaplain of
could be carried to an Indefinite num Mr. k Mrs M. E Wotton ....... 5.00 any that don’t want Efficient Town of such choice of chairman with the breaker a labor that lt competently the Post gave an inspiring talk on
ber of decimal places of which I Mrs R W Bickford ________ 2 00 Government it Is due to the fact that appointment of the secretary, signed performs and for which no other cut “Universal Service,” a major point
_____________
1.00 they are more interested in Personal by all the selectmen, shall be record ter Is as well adapted and prepared. ln the National program of the
should probably stop after annexing Anonymous
2.00 Oaln than the welfare of the town ed by the town clerk tn the records of Mr. McLoon said:
ciphers and going 19 places to the Pat McAuliffe _____________
American Legion.
__________
5.00 and the citizens; furthermore I doubt said town and thereafter records shall "Tn view of what has since tran
right of the decimal point, as I strive Anonymous
Music by the Hillbilly Trio kept
Muriel Robbins. Appleton __
100 that any of those opposed to Efficient be kept of the doings of all meetings spired there ls no doubt that the ice things lively and Frank Young, a
for correctness.
A. J. S.
May Fuller. Appleton ---------1.00 Town Government will so express of said selectmen. 8aid records shall breaker Kickapoo saved Bangor and member of the Post pleased the boys
Maude 8. Fuller, Appleton .... 1.00 themselves either publicly or through be deemed public records and shall be Brewer hundreds of thousands dol— with a trumpet solo, rendered in ar
“Oeorge Washington was a great
Camden Branch:—
the press. Mr. Editor you are evi open at all times to any citizen ol iars flood damage probable lass of tistic manner.
man."
Mr. k Mrs. A. V. Elmore ____ 20 09 dently troubled with static. Cheer said town.”
I life and abandonment of houses
Comrade Basil H. Stinson, National
“He must have been," said Mr.
Harold Corthell ....................... 1.00 up; your reception may Improve, In
TAX
COLLECTOR.
No,
the
tax
along thc lower levels of the cities. Committeeman gave a short talk on
Dustin Stax, “to transact so much
P. R. Keller _________
1.00 the meantime tune In on my articles collector has not yet been bonded.
"All day March 14, until 11 o'clock at the history of the Post.
tig political business with so few
Arthur Davis _ ....
1.00 ln The Courier-Gazette.
H. T. Gushee.
night, the sturdy Kickapoo battled
Albert 8 Peterson was introduced
brass bands.* —Washington Post
Mr & Mrs. Carl Cole .............. 2.00
SELECTMEN. The citizens of
Camden, March 24.
miles of ice below the city in an en as the oldest Commander of the Post
Earle B. Thomas .............. ...... 500
deavor to clear the river. This was living and in Rockland at the pres
Miss Mary L. Codman ............
1.00
no
child's play, for time and again ent time.
(AU Lumps)
Mrs. Forest Magee.... ............... 1.00
the Cutter charged the solid twentyMr. Olds came to bat as a pinch
Mr. k Mrs HaroldKaler.................75
two inch blue ice. ran out on top of hitter again and presented two reels
Leo 8trong ....
1.00
lt and broke It down. Towards mid of motion pictures showing the Na
At a special meeting of Winslow-1 A telegram was also forwarded to night Its labor was rewarded for the tional Ouard Field artillery maneu
Miss Bessie L. Bowers .......— 10.00
Glencove Grange Hall
Mr k Mrs Charles C. Wood .. 10 00 Holbrook Post, American Legion, in Department Commander Frank E. Ice started to go out and by the vers at Pine Camp. N. Y. last August.
Mr ii Mrs. Charles E King .. 2.00 Rockland Sunday, lt was unanimously 1 Southard. Augusta, offering the serv- middle of Sunday forenoon thc river
Music By
Two birthday cakes were outstand
TEL. 487
ROCKLAND
517 MAIN ST.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Yates ..... 5.00 voted to donate 850 to the Knox ices of Winslow-Holbrook Post in any
ing on the guest table and the culi
32-39
Chas. Woodcock’s Orchestra Mrs E. B Putnam -------------- 3 00 County Chapter, Red Cross, to be ap- way to assist the Department ot was clear.
“Then came the deluge, when on nary artists who made them might
36-lt
F. P. Alexander ............ -........
1.00 piled to the present emergency reliei Maine in the present emergency Sunday night the ice above gave way well be proud. One was a large
Joel Keyes Grant Circle ......... 10.00 fund.
- relief.
and millions of tons poured over the square layer cake, the frosting of
Mrs. Arthur Foster .................. 1.00
dam Had the solid Ice blocked the which was a perfect American Flag
Mrs. Jennie Clark ...................
1.00
EASY FOR HER
FOR FLOOD VICTIMS
river at that time, an Ice blockade with exactly 48 stars in a field of
Mr. k Mrs. J. H. Hobbs.......... 5.00
would have been formed which would blue, while the red and white stripes
The women of Owl's Head will have
Mrs. A. E. Gross ............................. 50
have caused the water to back up were perfect.
Union, March 18
Mr. & Mrs. E. M. Crosby ___
2.00 a supper and dance Wednesday night Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
and create the greatest disaster Ban
A large angel cake with small
for the beneflt of the flood relief fund,
Mr. k Mrs. A. E. Greenlaw. 10.00
American flags as decorations was
Each tent in X's exploring caravan gor had ever known.
Mr. k Mrs J. Hale Hodgman . 5.00 the admission to both being 35 cents ls in the form of a square pyramid
“‘And what about the fate of thc the other work of art.
Mr. k Mrs. Crawford Young .. 2.00 for adults and 20 cents for children.
Kickapoo?
Many new faces were present and
The perimeter of the base Is 40 feet
Mrs Albertie Oeorge ....... ...... 1.00 The proceeds will be added to the and the slant height Is 13 feet. The
" This ls the ship which the Coast ln spite of the absence of the guest
Mr ii Mrs Henry Pendleton .. 150 fund being raised by the Rockland convex surface or number of square j Guard Department has been repre speakers a happy birthday party was
Red Cross Chapter.
Mr. k Mrs.A. B. 8tevenson..
feet of canvas required for one tent senting as a cripple, a veritable one- enjoyed.
Jr................................................ 5.00
ls therefore 260, for 50 tents 13 000 horse shay ready to drop to pieces
Dr. ii Mrs. A. F. Green .......... 500
and ordered to the junk heap on
—FOR—
Spring Coats arriving daily. New
square feet.
Mr. k Mrs. LeonCrockett ....... 10.00
and distinctive. See them today.
The slant height of this pyramid is April 1st.
Camden Fire Dept.First Aid 543
“ 'As a matter of fact lt is the run Lucien K. Green. Odd Fellows Block,
INC.
150Stf the hypothenuse of a right triangle of
Knox Woolen Co...................
100.00
Distinctive Memorials in
which the base ls five feet and the ning expense of the Kickapoo, thc School street, Rockland—adv.
Mr. k Mrs. Roy A. Fuller....... 3 00
Granite snd Marble
altitude 12 feet
Therefore the department is trying to save, regardThomaston, Me. East Union, Me.
square
root
of
five
squared
plus 12 less of detriment to the safety and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Phone 114-3
Phone 13-31
Total .......... -.........................8762.43
navigation of shipping and the inter
squared equals 13 feet.
If I had my life to live again I would
ests and Industries served thereby. have
made a rule to read wm» nnetrv
‘"The Kickapoo, the only ice break and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes ls e
er on the Atlantic Coast, is about as loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
SEND TO
GOODNIGHT, SWEET DRBAMS
strong as she ever was. ls in good
sweet dreams, and hap
condition and has just shown “she Goodnight,
REMOVES
piness tomorrow!
The stars are hidden now. thc night
can take it.”
Is falling
“ 'Her prevention of disaster at A little
while for darkness and for
sorrow.
Bangor at this time is reason enough
Then
dawn's
white
hush—tho
Don’t worry if your clothes
wakened linnet calling!
for the continuance of her good work
477 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
became mildewed, t ote'!
. and the municipal officers and Ooodnlght. sweet dreams, and hap
Magic Water is the finest
piness tomorrow!
j Chamber of Commerce of every town
thing you ever used for
The clouds wlll pass. The sky will
taking out mildew—with
and
city
on
the
coast
should
at
once
lift at dawning
SUPPLIES RECEIVED WILL BE GIVEN TO THE RED CROSS
Joy ls so certain, dear, can you not
out injury to the fabric.
protest against her removal and peti
borrow
For sale at all Grocers.
A little hope and faith to last till
tion that she be kept in service at
Beware of Imitations.
morning?
36-37
35’lt
- Mine Campbell
least for the four winter months

SIM’S

For Rockland Post Office

LUNCH

35c

TO THE CITIZENS OF CAMDEN

REDUCTION IN
PRICE OF

SOFT COAL

Household Soft Coal
Now per ton
Screened Soft Coal
Now per ton

ALWAYS ON THE JOB

Old Fashioned Dance

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Every Wednesday Night

CLOTHING AND BEDDING
NEEDED AT ONCE

W. E. Dornan & Son,

FLOOD VICTIMS

MAGIC

THE SALVATION ARMY

WATER

RED CROSS BENEFIT DANCE

MILDEW

Given By Rockland Masons
TEMPLE HALL

THURSDAY NIGHT, MARCH 26

—Ex-Senator McLoon Busy
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“BROTHER, THOSE BIG TINS
HOLD A LOT OF SMOKIN’”

Local contributions to the Red
Wmlalu pevear went Friday to
Cross flood relief fund, may be given geKast t0 spend
week as guest ot
He that belleveth shall not be in
to Mrs. Clarence Peabody, or Mrs Mrs. Annie Hart.
haste. Isa. 28: 16.
Carrie R. Smith, the latter at the
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKinley were ,
Knox County Trust Company. Knox
Tom Irvin speaking: “Prince
in Rockland Thursday night to at
County's quota originally $830. has
Albert is as mild as can be—it has
tend the SOS Club, entertained by
been increased to $1630. Waldo,
all the tastiness of choice tobac
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
F.
Lovejoy.
IN TI1E PUBLIC LIBRARY
cos.’’ Right you are, Tom. P. A.
County has tulfilled its quota.
Over 40 were present at the dinner '
has the ' ‘bite ’ ’ removed. Try it on
FLOODS AND THE FUTURE
George Saunders and Edwin Payc. WINNIFRED COUGHLIN .._ Librarian
served
Friday noon by the Ladies' Aid.
this fair-and-square proposition:
son returned Saturday to their re
Miss Ida Hughes was home front
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.
Smoke 20 fragrant pipeful* of
Emerging from the worst flood
spective homes in Wayland, and
Prince Albert. If you don’t find
Framingham, Mass., after being rec-1 Rockland over the weekend
disaster that has been recorded in
"Through health to happiness.
it tbe mellowed, tastiest pipe to
Mrs. Charles Lermond spent last
the present century one-fourth of Find it in btoks."
ent guests of relatives here.
bacco you ever smoked, return
the Nation's States are able to take
Mrs. John Teague has a bed of week In Thomaston, called by the
tbe pocket tin with the rest of
Please Keep Off The Library
illness
of
her
sen,
Guy
Lermond.
a more accurate account of stock
snow drops in bloom.
tbe tobacco in it to u* at any time
Frankly we’re overstocked! lo reThe Star Circle will serve a publicas to the staggering property loss Lawn . . . Ropes, posts, wire fences.
Mr. and Mrs. Nell Gray and daugh
within a month from this date,
lieve this situation we offer them for
end we will refund full purchase
which has accompanied the loss of All these auorn the Public Library
ter Helen were guests Sunday of Mr. dinner Thursday with Mrs. Aubyne
Hawes, Mrs. Margaret Gleason and
price, plus postage, fSigned)
more than 200 lives. The story ot j iawn. Beautifying? Not exactly. In
and
Mrs.
A.
P.
Gray
having
motored
only $2.73*.
R. J. Reynold* Tobacco Company
Mrs. Charlotte Hawes on the com
damage wrought in the afflicted . kt<plng with the beauty of the roll
from Gardiner.
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Mr and Mrs. Earl Spear and ■ mlWeeareas has been told by the country’s ing lawns, the graceful walks and the
New stock — fresh merchandise —
Prince Albert is the “makin’s”
Mrs.
Lizette
Murphy
of
Portland
is
ablest news writers, and photogra
daughter Dorothy returned Sunday I
for roll-your-own smokers—easy
artistic granite building? Not at all
guaranteed
!
few
a
patient
at
the
Eye
and
Ear
Inphers have gone to heroic lengths to
to Waldoboro after visiting a
to roll, wonderful to taste.
flrmary
as
a
result
of
a
broken
leg
C
A
pipafuls
al
fragrant
tobacce
la
But
yet
they
must
be
countenanced,
give a picturired version of the
days with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
The Silex you know has genuine pyCI9M. R J R.,n»U. Tot. C.
w
W
aaary 2-os. tin si Priaca Albert
Miss Eleanor Lou Gleason celebrat
calamity. But no writer, however because thoughtless citizens (not all
Spear.
rex bowls withstanding the most in
talented and no photographic lens, of school age* insist on cutting:
A. P. Gray acted as chairman and ed her 15th birthday by entertaining
across
the
soft
ground
and
making
tense
heat.
Every
user
tells
us
that
however powerful can convey to
Percy R. Bowley as secretary at the several friends Saturday afternoon. tees to serve for the next three meet- , hams, Mrs. Agnes Creighton. Mrs.
distant readers even a remote idea paths that even the spring sun could |
Democratic caucus Saturday night Present were her weekend guests. ings, also for the annual fair: April Nina Fuller. Supper, Mrs. Lela Has
it makes the most delicious coffee—and always uni
How
a'oout
it?
Is
the
what the smashing ice jams and ter- • not obliviatc
at the Town House for the purpose Misses Muriel and Wilmer Hannon, 14, Mrs. Bertha Howe, Mrs Hattie ■ kell, Mrs. Bertha Howe, Mrs. Ida
form. Has a removable cap and strainer attachable
rifying torrents were like. One half-second saved by the cut-off (
of choosing delegates and alternates also Misses Susan Abbott, Frances Leach. Mrs. 'Minnie Mathews. May I
Goss, Mrs. Li2zie Hawes. Mrs. Laura
had to be an eve witness, either at worth the damage done to the lawn?
to attend the Democratic State Con Rhodes and Muriel Butler. Two beau 15, Mrs. Lela Haskell, Mrs San I
to the lower bowl for making tea.
tifully decorated birthday cakes Chapman. Mrs. Ida Goss. June 19. Daniels. Kitchen table. Mrs. Marlon
the time of the disaster, or be on | Besides money used in repair 1st
vention March 31 In Lewiston. Dele
Phone for yours now as they won’t last long at this
Mrs. Grace Williams, Mrs. Zena Nel Alden Mrs. Maude Calderwood, Mrs.
hand to see what damage the sorely needly for books.
gates named were: A. P. Oray, C. C. graced the luncheon table.
R. M. McKinley was a business son, Mrs. Sadie Burgess.
Among the new books are:
mighty elements of ice and water
Ethel Oriffln. Candy, Mrs. Louis
Starrett. and Fred L Miller; alter
price
hail wrought. With that picture
• • • •
nates. Stephen S. Comery. Mrs. visitor Friday In Bangor.
Fair Committee—Fancy work. Mrs. Carroll, Mrs. Leah Esancy. Mystery
• • • •
in the mind's eye it is easier to un
Stephen S. Comery, and J. H. Stick
"The Last Puritan" by George
Minnie Mathews. Mrs. Aleda Fossett, table. Mrs. Olive Young. Mrs. Henri
Corps Of Church Aides
derstand why human preparedness Santayana
ney. A. P. Gray and Miss Bertha
etta Harding. Punch, Mrs. Ethel
cannot obviate the danger of a repe Reminiscences, autobiography, and
Storer were recommended for nomi
The president of the Methodist Mrs. Marion Alden, Mrs. Edna McPOWEI^e^MPAMY
Creighton.
Ladies' Aid announces these commit-") Klnley- Aprons. Mrs. Grace Wiltition of scenes like those which oc a study of New England character, in
nation for county commissioner.
curred last week.
Dams and the form of a novel. Oliver Alden,
A rock culvert near the home of 11 - ■ --....... - ==^=-~ .
!
mW.j.,iffg!j
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Frank Stahl on the road leading j
bridges
may
be
strengthened, reared and educated in New England
over the hill has caved in and is'
houses may he built farther from at the turn of the century, was. in
Pours a “second cup of coffee as good as the first!
the normal flood crest, but when spite of the advantages of intellect
impassable. The culvert at Trout '
36&3B
-= MARCH «-!•=■there comes a condition like that of and wealth, so conscious of duty and
Brook HiU on the station road has,
last week, and whole cities are sub responsibility that enjoyment was
also dropped In and the road Is
merged, the futility of man’s plan impossible. The book constitutes a a store of pleasure in his "Seven
barred to traffic.
CAMDEN
ning is easily seen. Mechanical in general commentary on life by one Pillars of Wisdom'' for you.
Men on the Middle road held a bee :
The Maine State Chapter of the Sunday afternoon to establish a sate
genuity must be exercised to the of the most civilized minds of today.'
A presentation copy of the first
limit, and victims of the waters
“The Exile" by Pearl Buck.
edition of Mark Twain's "The Prince National Association of Postmasters ferry across the Georges River at the ,
may seek higher ground, but when
Thinly disguised as fiction, the and the Pauper" brought $2.ICO at was organized Saturday in the Starrett bridge, for the families who (
there comes the same combination author writes her mother's life, the auction in New York. A copy of the Lafayette Hotel in Portland. Post were inconvenienced by the loss of
of ice and water that we have wit story of a woman who chose the first edition of "The Adventures of master Adrian F. Kelleher of this the bridge March 14. A scow
fastened to a cable has been placed
nessed in the past week, there must difficult role of a missionary's wife Tom Sawyer” was sold for $2,000. town was in attendance.
necessarily be a recurrence of the and held :o it steadfastly through Have you any first editions?
Frank M. Tibbetts has sold his in the stream and will be accessible 1
frightful and devastating condition*. long years of poverty and hardships
John Masefield. England's poet hardware store on Washington street from either side. Men who worked
Meantime we mu*t derive the in China, although unable to share laureate, sailed for home after a two to Cloyd Packard and Oscar Chap in the rain Sunday to help with the ,
meagre comfort which arises from her husband's unquestioning faith. months visit to America. Most of man. Both young men have been undertaking were: Selectmen Ansel
the fact that such cataclysms are
"The Hurricane" by Nordhoff and his time was spent in California, employed .'a the store for some time M Hilt. Ed s in Gammon. Virgil Hills.'
THREE DIFFERENT BLENDS
widely separated by the years.
Chester Wallace. Bertram Blacking- (
Hall.
where he wrote a sonnet on the
which vary in flavor, strength, and
Mrs. T. Jenr.ess French entertains ton. Samuel Tarr. Clifford Carroll,
The famous authors of the death of King George V and a coup
price—carefully selected, blended,
OFT OF THE AIR
"Bounty" trilogy have written of the let commemorating Rudyard Kip- the Knox Stamp Club tonight Tues and Irvin Gammon. The ferry is
now in operation. Coffee and dough-'
fury and power of a devastating hur ! lfn's burial in Westminister Abbey. day. at her home on Sea street.
and roasted to give YOU the
The Joel Keyes Grant Circle. nuts were served in the afternoon at
The country has just had eason ricane on Manukura. and island of Have you read his latest sea yam
COFFEE you like at a price you
Ladies of she O. A. R„ will celebrate I the home of Mr and Mrs Virgil Hills ,
Io bestow its blessing upon two the Low Archipelago, as it Is des 1 "Victorious Troy? ' It's a good one.
will like to pay.
• • • •
its 31st anniversary Wednesday at With water so high it will be lmpos- i
comparatively modern invention*— cribed by one of the few white people
the airplane and the radio.
1 he there.
Franz Werfel. Australian novelist the K P haU. Dinner will be served sible to replace the bridge for a
"Gaudy Night" by Dorothy Sayers and playwright. saUed for Europe at noon and the afternoon will be month or longer.
latter brought news from the devas
Mrs. Willis R. Vinal will entertain
taled regions when all other meth
A "poison pen" creates morbid ex- . unperturbed because the production devoted to games and social chat.
CAMPBELL’S
ods of communication had failed; | citement in an Oxford women's col of his Biblical drama "The Eternal Invitations have been extended to the Congregational Ladies' Circle at
the former was able to distribute lege. A highly Intellectual mystery- Road' (which he had come to this the Fales Circle of Rockland and her home Thursday afternoon. I
Ladies will attend prepared to comfood and serum. The names of the solved. finally, by Peter Wimsey.
country to see) had been postponed Thomas Marshall Circle of Belfast.
radio operators and the aviators
"Faster Faster" by E. M. Delafield. until fall. During his three months The birthday anniversary of Mr.-. i plete sewing for the fair set for i
The author of Provincial Lady sUy a $200,000 damage suit brought EmcI>'n Bridges, one of the members. I August.
will probably soon be forgotten,
Warren Orange will work the first
’
..............
be observed.
’
for such, unfortunately, is the way ncvels writes in more serious vein of against
himself and the Viking will
i and second degrees on one candidate
••••••
a careless world treats heroes, but a modern business woman.
Press by Harutium Nokhudian. the
Mi and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery
they have done their bit for human
Two good mystery stories are Musa Dagh paster, was dismissed in have returned from a trip to the I tonight. Tuesday.
Misses Marjorie Spear and Eleanity, and therefrom they derive their "Money Musk" by Carolyn Wells and New York Supreme Court Nokhudi- West Indies and South America.
FRANCO-AMERICAN
j or Goodwin entertained several
reward. And among those heroes “Clue of the Poor Man s Shilling" by ’ an had claimed that "The Forty Days
A
large
truck
owned
by
South
I
friends
Thursday
night
at
a
delightlet us not forget Capt. William H. H. Knight.
i of Musa Dagh" made him out a
Wincapaw, the former Rockland
If it's a romantic novel you want, i coward and a drunkard. Read tbe Windham parties was overturned ; ful party at the home of Miss 6pear.
near the Sherman place on High j Guests Included: Mrs. Edgar Barker,
aviator who worked so untiringly read "Five Little Heiresses" by Alice < book and decide for yourself.
CANS
street late Saturday afternoon and Mrs Helen Maxey. Mrs Florence
and effectively during this latest Duer Miller; “Secret Marriage" by
Longfellow- got his material from
Kathleen Norris; "Spring Comes" by books and was not interested in de badly dam -ged. The driver escaped j Oxton. Miss Annie Starrett, Mrs
emergency.
uninjured. The truck was on the Mary Moore and Mrs. Mabel Pea
••••••
Bertha Ruck.
tails of imagery or action. He never
RED CROSS ON THE JOB
way to Bucksport when the accident i body. Ice cream and cake were
I visited Acadia, nor left his study for
The la.e Clarence Day, «hose half a day to run down to Plymouth. occurred. It was towed through the | served.
Frost is coming out rapidly and It j
Whither turns the world in time Life »ith Father Is making a , ^nd j,e nav._,r
an imjum from village yesterday morning by a large
is inadvisable to travel country
of stress? The answer is so simple nation chuckle, was of that heroic chard Power Smlth s ..Annals of the Portland truck.
that it is scarcely necessary to add brotherhood which Included Francis Poets - Would you gather thij from
Mrs. A. B. Stevenson entertains ( roads.
Mr. and Mrs. P D. Starrett went
that reference is made to the Parkman. Gamaliel Bradford and his WOrk?
the ladies of the Congregational
i
CAN
American Red Cross. While the other grand souls who triumphed
Brockton. Mass where
Denmark sells more books per J Society Wednesday afternoon at her Fr‘day
CHEF BOY AR-DEE—INSTANT
whole country was being struck over cruel physical afflications. He
j they will visit Mr and Mrs. Merton
home
on
Park
street.
capita than any other country in the
SPAGHETTI DINNER . pkg
, Thayer, and later will be guests of
dumb by tales of misery, danger became hopelessly crippled from,I world. Would that we could say as :
Mrs. A. W. Rich Is driving a new
••••••
i Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia In
and privation, an efficient organiza arthritis when he was twenty-five. mucj,
JUSl HEAT AND SERVE
j car.
Quincy.
tion was already on the job minis and was cut off from outside associaPRUDENCE c<beenfed HASH can
Charles Weed and Howard Weed
tering to the victims with a calm tions. He was In pain continually ,
A Maine Central bus, Rockland
J
spent
the
weekend
at
their
home
at
NATION-WIDE
Sunshine
ness and a system which could and often could move his hand only
PLEASANT POINT
bound, went down over the shoulder
5 OZ
Ynqluh Stiffs (ssM* Sandarichf i
Deer Isle.
never be possible on the part of un a few Inches. Nevertheless, he re
DRIED BEEF
.
.
of Highway 1 at Warren Sunday
JAR
MARC
lMKIPK6
organized volunteers, no matter tained his youthful blitheness, wrote J
afternoon,
near
the
residence
of
Otis
Frank E. Morrow who has been
George Robbins was recent over
SANTA CRUZ-ALL GREEN
DtSStlttS
Anderson.
None
of
the
19
passengers
how well intentioned. Today we amusing verses and stories, drew
19 OZ
taste better
night guest at the Knox Hole! very ill at his home on Limerock
ASPARAGUS E,Lr&.
are again responding to their plea funny pictures to Illustrate them and
was hurt. They were taken on their ,
CAN
street, is convalescing.
Thomaston.
for funds—the very easiest thing became a "best seller."
, way by a special bus shortly after j
ENSIGN
Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge meets .
mishap. Fred M. Blackington [
Gwendolyn Stimpson has returned
to do under such circumstances, no
"Life with Father" Is likely to be
2 LB
PRUNES MEDIUM
■
■
28 aiscuiis
home,
after
passing
a
.
week
with
PKGS
Wednesday
night.
There
will
be
;
o
f
Rockland
was
called
to
remove
matter what demands are already with us a long while. The manner
AllkUl
jkkmssS?
work on a class of candidates and re- , the bus.
being made upon our purse strings. in which the bed-ridden man did , Mina Woodcock at Cushing
freshments
will
be
served.
i
Mrvlce
,
for
j
The Red Cross forces are working his work is a gentle reproof to those [ Berl Wyllie of Thomaston spent a
• • • •
Saucier 51 who died Thursday at his
amid danger and discomfort—un who complain that the burdens of j few days here recently,
Capt. W. P. Richardson
1 home here were *»w yesterday at j
complainingly — while humanity the flesh are too heavy to bear. ,
Clyde Young visited Bunday with
hangs upon the succor which is of Clarence Day bore his, gave them the
I St. Janies Catholic Church in!
The funeral of Capt. William D.
[ his sister Lizzie Young.
fered from no other source. We laugh and managed to make the
Thmi-sten
Buriai 'as in at
Richardson will be held today. Tues
THREE CROW
i Unlike many places this communare asked merely to give a few dol American world laugh with him.
j James cemetery. Mr. Sauc'.v v as
RED SALMON ■ CAN
day. from his late residence on
• • • •
ity has miraculously escaped serious
lars which can easily be squeezed
born in East Charleston, Vt.. and had
Union street. Rev. W P. Brown of been a resident of this community|
S. D.—FANCY
Random Literary News.
damage from floods. Traveling is
out by the denial of luxuries which
ficiating. Burial will be in Mountain seven years. He leaves his wife Mrs. j
LEMON
VANILLA
SHRIMP .
. « CANS
The 11th edition of "North to the difficult, however, owing to spring
we find in our own homes, far re
cemetery. There will be an escort
•
! OZ BOT
OZ
BOT
Orient"
brings
the
total
to
230.000
thaws
and
resultant
mud.
moved from fliM»d dangers. Knox
Lydia Saucier; two sons. Alfred and
SEIDNER’S
from Camden Commandery.
County’s Red Cross quota is set copies. O >r two copies are going J jjrs. Sarah Seavey has been guest
Lloyd of Warren; one daughter. Miss
Capt. Richardson Is survived by
MAYONNAISE •J?rz15c
••••••
at $1600, and more than that strong and the reserves continue to j of her son Alonzo Seavey for a few
Carol Saucier of Rockland; and one
his
wife;
cnc
sister.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
I days
amount will be forwarded for the pile up.
NATION-WIDE
brother, James J at Springfield. Vt.
Haskell of Deer Isle; two nephews,
The house in Wimpole Street, I
relief of distress, be it said to the
Richard Bucklin, student at the U.
NORMAN *R‘
PITTED DATES
Eli Maloney has returned home Philip Ha..kell of Deer Isle and
everlasting credit of a generous and London, where Robert Browning following a few weeks' visit in Thom
of M. is home for a 10 day recess,
Stacey Haskell of Berlin, N. H : and
NATION-WIDE
courted Elizabeth Barrett and from ! aston.
sympathetic people.
and has as guest Paul Brown,
11 oz
az niece, Mrs. Laura Grant of AppleCURRANTS
.
which she eloped with him to Italy ]
another University student from
PKG
Mrs. Lawrence Stimpson enter ton. He followed the sea during his
t4>A LB BAG
in 1846. has been placed In the hands 1
MAKE IT A REAL PLATFORM
Bethel. They motored here Friday
of wreckers. For a quarter of a j tained the community singers at her life and had been a resident of this with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin.
home Wednesday night. Those pres town for 16 years. He was bom at
Next week comes the Republican century It had been occupied by
ent were: Mr and Mrs. Ansel Orne Deer Isle.
••••••
SOUTH THOMASTON
State Convention, a gathering at doctors' and dentists' offices. Have George Cazallis, Carl Young. Lizzie
SPECIAL
you
read
"The
Barretts
of
Wimpole
which will l>e found 2000 Maine
ll III
Young. Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davi>
"Mr. Silverman," said the bank
At the Democratic caucus last
disciples of the Grand Old Party. Street?"
A thick, subttahh'aL hearty soup
The bronze bust of T. E. Lawrence and son Phillip Mr. and Mrs. Lesli cashier over the telephone, “our ac niglr. Scott F. Kittredge and James
CAN
State and District conventions no
O. Young. Clyde Young. Mr. and counts sho.v that you owe us $50 You Williams were elected delegates to
Rinto
longer choose candidates—that is was unveiled In the crypt of St. Mrs Lawrence Stimpson and son
have over drawn your account to that the Democratic State Convention
done by the much criticised primary Paul's Cathedral. London, as a na
Roland. Mrs. Florence Orne was extent."
in L’wiston next Tuesday and G. B.
Lifebuoy Soap . b
c
system—but the candidates will be tional memorial. At the same time,
SCOTCH BROTH
hostess to the singers the week previ
“
Is
that
so!"
exclaimed
Silverman.
Butler and Mrs. Nettie Kittredge
plans
were
being
made
to
have
his
in the offing, and every delegate
ous, but due to the storm it war "Well. I want you to do me a favor were chosen alternates. Scott Kit
will have a chance to meet them three-room cottage in Dorset kept
Lux
COOKS IN FIVE MINUTES
difficult for many to attend. Those Go into your books and see how we tredge was chairman and Eugene
permanently
just
as
It
was
left
on
all in person. Aside from electing
who braved the weather were: Mr. stood in January."
Toilet
Harrington was secretary.
REQUIRES NO SOAKING
delegates to the National Conven th? day of his fatal accident. There’s and Mrs Everett Davis Susie Davis
Lux S~P
Bar,
A
few
minutes
later
the
cashier
Frances
Lee
Barton's
"Kitchen
Party
’
’
on
the
N.B.C.
Nstwoffi
tion in Cleveland the chief duty of
fvtry Friday Afternoon.
Carl Young. Lizzie Young and phoned again.
the Bangor convention will be to does not point toward a construc
George Cazallis.
“Mr. Silverman," he said, "your
prepare its platform. It is unques tive zone on the political compass.
account
shows that in January the
tionably going to be a Republican It will not be necessary to attack
In treating children’s colds,
Spring Coats arriving daily. New bank owed you $2000."
don’t take
year, and the State which leads the the pre-ent administration or its
"Well!" cried Silverman triumphant
chances..use
election parade next September eccentric and inefficient leaders, and distinctive. See them, today
should not handicap itself with a l'lie whole country is doing that Lucien K. Green. Odd Fellows Block ly, "did I call you in January?" — _____________ w VapoR ua
Jewish Advocate
.
PROVED BY 2 GENFRATtOHS
School street, Rockland.—adv.
meaningless platform or one which now.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

It's the Same $4.95

Silex Coffee Maker

Editorial

BUT NOW $A.75

cemtrm^Uaime

N AT I O N-W I D E

[QFFEE

i

TOMATO JUICE
2’ASM 5 c

SPAGHETTI
3
25c

MARSHMALLOW
FLUFF
19c

33<

21c

HYDRO*

25c

18

25c

29c

RIPPLED WHEAT*^/

2*12

21c

2

25c

t

EXTRACTS
29c
23c

7,/^z 14c

FLOUR
99c

15c

H

2rV"39c-2£.19<
4 .„25

fcC22< 2&.19t
4 25C

MINUTE TAPIOCA

Mothers!

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

I

GROCERS

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday with
Mrs. Fannie Norton at the home of
Mrs. Hattie Davies, 157 Main street.

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS

Corner Ciub had cards Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. I. J.
Shuman, with Mrs. Charles A. Mor
ton as hostess.

I <
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29

1
9
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2i
30
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TALK OF THE TOW

Rage Jhree
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Every-Other-Day

Senler Cram®

Large Bulbs

ZZji?

$2.50 per doz
A

small lot of Second Site
Itulbs, same varieties and

Annual registration day at the
Methodist church will take place
Thursday night, With open house at
the vestry and a special program.

You may have a checking ac

colors as large site Bulbs,

SALE

while they last, postpaid

15 for $2.00

Men’s Fast Color

or pot: up to April 15

ie

Cultural

nished.

Directions

ing some of our most helpful

PAJAMAS

HOWARD R. RICH, Atlantic, Maine
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Word comes from the Postoffice
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD
department that the period for
March 23-25-Orono-Farm and
receiving applications for the clerk,
track.
Anderson Camp meets Wednesday
CAUGHT IN FLOOD
March 30- Annual meeting of Com carrier examinations has been ex
munity Cheat at Chamber of Commerce
night. Supper at 6 Initiation will
rooms.
tended to March 31.
follow the business session.
March 30—Washington town meeting,.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Smalley
Rockland Encampment will work
the Patriarchal degree Wednesday
night. Light refreshments.
A special meeting of the Townsend
Club advisory board is called for to
night at K P. hall, supper at 6
Many persons yesterday were ad
miring the line specimen of sculpture
done by Fred Dean, on Waldoboro
granite, during idle moments the past
winter. The work is complete to the
minutest detail.

I

There will be an important mettRev. John Smith Lowe at the
ing of the Woman's Auxiliary of St. Universalist vestry will have for the
Peter's Church Thursday at 2.30 in subject of his mid-week Lenten
Service. Thursday at 7:30. “The
the Undercroft.
Hour of Worship." These services
A new Frank Merrlwell story, from I are attracting many, who find that
the pen of the talented Camden nov- '
qulet hour apart enriches and
elist, Oilbert PaUen, will begin Mi i mumlnes lift. Miss Elizabeth WalkFriday s Boston Globe.
er is acting as assistant to Dr. Lowe
In his church work, her services
There is a special children's matinee
given In the spirit of cooperation
today at Strand Theatre, showing th*
that brings Joy to all pastors who
Dionne Quintuplets in “The Country
strive to give richly to their duties.
Doctor,” at 4 o'clock, children 10
cents, adults 25 cents.
Miss Eda Knowlton gave an Inspir

ing talk on "The Attractiveness of
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster
Christ' before the Comrades of the
toured the Kennebec Valley Sunidape
,
u ,itT*Way at the Congregational vestry
and was awed and amazed by the
3
“
Sunday night. Miss Knowlton who
signs of destruction lie saw in Water
recently resigned as religious director
ville, Gardiner. Hallowell and Au
for young people from the Winches
gusta.
ter, Mass, Baptist church, displayed
Oliver Hamlin, who has resumed his ‘ in her talk the sensitive understandemployment with the Maine Central mg she holds for youth and why her
Railroad, wishes friends to understand work In religious training has been
that he is still in the contest for the so successful. The Comrades have
sheriff nomination on the Democratic been invited to be guests of the Alpha
Omega Society at the University
ticket.
vestry next Sunday night the hour
Donna deRcchemont, freshman jt to be announced.
Colby College, has been eleoted searetary of the YWCA for the ensu
Howard W Ferrin and F. Carlton
ing year. Miss deRpchcmont Is the Booth who were scheduled to open
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. evangelistic services at the First
deRochemont, 153 Pleasant street.
Baptist church Sunday night were
unable to get beyond Biddeford on
The Woman's Educational Club their journey here. They are en
holds its monthly meeting April 3 al deavoring to continue their trip and
Grand Army hall, and will presertT expect to be at the service tonight
another program teeming with inter at 7:30. At the morning service at
est. The very' human problem to be the First Baptist Church Sunday a
discussed during the afternoon is donation ol $106 was made by the
"How can I get the best out of life?" congregation for flood relief work
being carried on by the Red Cross, a
Wednesday there will be a parish generous response testifying to the
supper at 6.30 at St. Peter's Church. feeling and sympathy extended to
All members and their friends are the homeless and suffering citizens
invited. Following the supper Vet.perr' Qf fIootk,d areas
will be said. Il is expected thartt''
Father Van Couenhoven of St.
Mrs Maude Cables, Mrs. Jennie A.
Matthews Church. Hallowell, will be Wilson and Mrs. Ada Brewster were
the preacher.
'in charge of circle supper preceding
the meeting of Edwin Libby Relief
An artistic edition of the Rockl:'‘2 ./Corps Thursday. Mrs. Laura Flye
Lions Club’s bulletin directs al
was taken into membership, and
tion to What looks like a very enter
these circle officers were re-elected:
taining session tomorrow noon. Art^k ^<tent7'M^‘'»l"a
totTtoe
Crockett, one-man Hill-Billy Orches
president, Mrs. Amanda Choate;
tra, is to furnish a program in which
second vice president, Mrs. Rebecca
will be heard a harmonica, accordion,
Ingraham; secretary and treasurer,
guitar, piano and hill-billy songs.
Mrs. Maude Cables. A program
The attendance contest goes more
presented Miss Geneva Hooper in
"feverish” each week. Team No. 1
vocal solos, with Norma Seavey at the
leading Team No. 2 by 173 to 166. It
is rumored that some new faces wffl piano; Miss Madlene Rogers in read
ing, piano solos by Mrs. Eaura Flye,
be in evidence tomorrow
and patriotic questions by Mrs. Eliza
Plummer, patriotic instructor. For
The Maine State Chapter of the
the meeting on Thursday of this
National Association of Postmasters
week supper will be In charge of Mrs.
was organized In the Lafayette Hotel
Lucy Gross, Mrs. Bertha Higgins, and
in Portland Saturday, when 12
Mrs. Ella Flye. The February birth
Maine postmasters elected George W.
days will be observed, with Mrs. Lena
Leonard of Brunswick first president.
Rollins In charge of this feature;
All conditions in applying for a char
notify Mrs. Rollins If your birthday
ter were fulfilled «lnd a formal appli
falls in February.
cation for membership was sent to
the National Headquarters. Among
Public baked bean supper at K. P.
those attending were Donald P.
hall
tonight at 6; 25c; auspices Rock
George and Adrian F. Kelleher, post
masters at Thomaston and Camden land Townsend Club.—adv.
respectively.
The Stanley C. Boynton Co. will
Start
its regular scheduled trips to
Spring Coats arriving daily. New
and distinctive. See them today, the islands on or about April 16th.
Lucien K. Green. Odd Fellows Block, Watch this column for schedules and
opening date.—adv.
School street. Rockland.—adv.

Local Masons are to have a dance
in Temple hall Thursday night for
I he benefit of the Red Cross flood
fund. The event will be favored by
the same music heard at those popu
lar Mascnic assemblies.

A boxing show will be given at the
Rockland Athletic Club Friday night
instead of the wrestling show which
had been planned. Young Jack, the
toy bulldog, is going to meet Ken
Pease, the army mule. The full pro
gram will appear in Thursday's issue
Rockland Lodge of Elks last night
elected these officers: Exalted Ruler,
Timothy McInnis; Leading Knight,
Clifton J. Felt; Loyal Knight. Richard
Economy; Lecturing Knight. George
B. Parsons; secretary. Joshua N
Southard; treasurer. A. P Richard
son; tiler, Thomas Anastaslo; trustee.
William Olendenning, Jr.

At the Recreation alleys tonight
plenty of fireworks will be afforded
by a 10-string match between Gardi
ner and Mitchell. Friday night there
will be seen on those alleys a very
unusual match between Gardiner and
Rockland, each team to be composed
of five men and three women. The
visitors will be under the leadership
of that former Rockland bowling ace
James "Ty" Cobb.

Syphons! We are now in a posi
tion to give you complete syphon
service. Prices reasonable. All sy
phons guaranteed as to quality and
carbonization. Corner prug Store.
34-36

ice, the Russell Funeral Home is

all that one may desire. Use of the
Home is available at all times, and

that help to maintain a high stand
ard ot service.

Russell Funeral Home

Bell-ans
FOR 1NW0E5TION

TEL, 662
BiutAmb

Drive From Florida

» CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND

the side. We invite you to

use these services, too:

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT

TRAVELERS'
CHEQUES

>

COLLECTIOHS

Nothing cut and dried about these
patterns ... they're NEW. SMART
and DIFFERENT! All first qual
ity, splendidly tailored and in coat
or middy styles.

CHRISTINAS CLUB
TRUST DEPARTMENT

The trousers have a new Lastex waistband that grip",

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.

lightly but firmly. Sizes A. B. C, and D

ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

* * *

j

FINAL REDUCTION

You’ve got

on

they’re coolin’

WINTER SPORT COATS
Former Price

Former Price

Former Price

$12.75

$19.50

$29.50

Reduced to

Reduced to

• And you’re right.

Breezes blow through
those cleverly designed
perforations.You feel and

Reduced t-1

look as root as can be.

$15.00

$10.50

$7.50

LA CINE. White calt $00.

■

$6.<

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
j

THEODORE ROOSEVELT

His Nine Reasons For Going to Churrh
1 In thia actuaj world, a churchless
community, a community where
men have abandoned and scoffed
at or Ignored their religious needs.
Is a community on the rapid down
fcrade.

FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson, Mrs.
Carlton Simmons and Harry Burns
were recent visitors in Thomaston
ani there attended the funeral of
Beitram Copeland

Mrs Delon Simmons Is 111.

Mr and Mrs. Alfred Morton were
recent callers at the home of E. R.
Burns in South Waldoboro.

Mrs. Nora Burns has employment
In Waltham Mass.
Mrs. Oertrude Oliver and Llewellyn
Oliver gave a St. Patricks party
Saturday night at their home for
the benefit of tne Methodist Ladies
Aid, 49 guests attending. The dec
orations were of the attractive color,
befitting the day.
Mrs. Ralph
Winchenpaw was chairman of games
and Mrs. Dalton Wotton directed the
entertainment, while Mrs. Hattie
Wotton and Mrs. Ella D. Cook served
os hostesses. Refreshments came
undei the supervision of Josephine
Bums, Flo cnce Bums. Hattie Lawry,
Geneva Thompson. Annie Doe, !
Bertha Jameson; waitresses, Eda
Lawry, Elizabeth Winchenpaw, Mad
eline Bradford, Ida Wotton, PhyllLs
Felker, Madeline Bums, Edith Lewis
and Ethel Stebbins. Merriment in
action was granted a brief halt dur
ing the time allotted for serving ices
and cake.

WALK-OVER

SHOES x

MCLA1N SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET
-i

ROCKLAND

.

TEL. 374-W
EHT

STROMBERG-CARLSONS

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brown have
returned home after passing the
latter part of the winter with their

us®

9 I advocate a man’s Joining In
church work for the sake of show
ing his faith by his works.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

CARD OF THANKS
Gratitude Is expressed to A. C. McLoon for his kindness In notifying the
Coast Guard which In turn furnished
prompt and able assistance at the time
of my recent sorrow In the loss of my
son. To all those whose thoughtful
consideration eased In a measure, my
burden of grief. I extend heartfelt ap
preciation.
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham

Other Styles $3.95 and $4.95

Charles Sylvester, superintendent
of a factory at Pemaquid Beach,
spent the weekend with his family
here.

church-going as a soft perform
ance.

ODIORNE -At South Thomaston. March
22. Elisha a. Odlorne. aged 85 years.
3 months. 2 days
Funeral services
today al 2 o’clock from residence
MORTON—At Sailors Snug Harbor.
Staten Island. N Y.. March 20. Averill
E Morton, aged 64 years Funeral and
Interment In Sailors Snug Harbor
SAUCIiMAt Warren. March 19. Louis
J Saucier, aged 51 years, 5 months.
5 days
SPEAR—At Camden. March 22. Marjorie
Janet, daughter of Mr and Mrs Forest
Spear, aged 8 days.
RICHARDSON—At Oamden, March 21.
Capt W. P Richardson Funeral to
day at 2 o'clock from the residence 17
Union street.
GARNBEY—At Shellvllle, Calif., March
8. Mrs Abbie L. Oarnsey, formerly of
Warren

I
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar I-Ibby In Thomaston.
The Methodist Ladles Aid and1
Baptist Sewing Circle have accepted 11
an invitation to meet tomorrow.
Wednesday, with the Ladies Aid oi1
South Waldoboro for an all-day ses
sion at the Baptist Church. The |
local Aid which was scheduled to
meet with Gertrude Oliver, has been
postponed.

Blanche Prior of Thomaston passed
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. end My. Crosby Prior.

died

for

LOANS

SAFE DEPOSIT
BOXES

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

2 Church work and church attendance mean the cultivation of the

As a suitable background

CHCCKINQ ACCOUNTS

• Note the list at

Others $1.00 to $2.50

Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage, a mem
I’S. 1
feeling some responsi
bility for others.
ber of the Augusta Nature ard Ken- ,
3 There are enough holidays for
nebec Valley Garden Clubs, has been
most of us. Sundays differ from
appointed state chairman of Junior
other holidays In the fact that
there are fifty-two of them every
and Garden Club work in Maine,
year Therefore, on Sunday go to
Church.
the appointment made by Mrs. Fred
S. Woods of Portland, president of 1 4 Tea. I know all the excuses. I
know that one can worship the
the Federated Oarden Clubs of '
Creator In a grove of trees, or by
a running brook, or In a man s
Mau:e. The Augusta papers in the j
own house Just as well as In
church. But I also know as a
announcement had this to say: "Mrs. ’
matter of cold fact the average
Beverage has a thorough under
man does not thus worship.
standing of boys and girts, having j J He may not hear a great sermon
at church. He will hear a good
taught in junior high schools, and
sermon by a good man who Is
also having been a leader in Girl i
engaged all the week In making
hard lives a little easier.
Scout work. She has been active in '
8
He will listen to and take part In
nature work throughout the State
reading some beautiful passages
and helped tj organize the Rockland
from the Bible. And If he Is not
familiar with the Bible, he has
Oarden Club. She is an active memsuffered a loaa.
bet of the Kennebec Valley Garden
7 He will take part in singing some
Club and the Augusta Nature Club,
good hymns.
a leader in nature work at the j
8 He will meet and nod or speak to
Y. M. C. A. In tile girls' department,
good, quiet neighbors
He will
come away feeling a little more
and a memo’.' of the women's and
charitable toward all the world.,
even toward those excessively I
girls' advisory board at the “Y".
foolish young men who regard -

is but one of the many facilities

Radio? “There is nothing finer
than a Strombcrg-Carlson.” Maine
Music Co.
33-tf—

J1.98

Among motoring sightseers Sunday
J
were Mr. srd Mrs. E. E. Stoddard
and Mr. and Mrs. O. L. St Clair, who
viewed flood conditions in Bruns
wick. Gardiner, Augusta and Hal
lowell. Gardiner presents a very
Funeral services for the late Stella desolate picture, and in Hallowell
M Hills were conducted Sunday aft blocks of ice which had been pried
ernoon from the residence Many from jams were piled on the sides of
friends and relatives from her for- roads and stood higher than a car.
mer home joined local mourners and '
reP°rt ■»*> »t»*d that Union
Mr and Mrs. Walter Henry of Win- .Falr Oround; presents the appearchester. Mass and Edward Reed of ,an<* of a 8°<>d-slzed lake.

quiet, dignified and reverent serv

services.

Homeward

i
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley j
arrived home Saturday concluding a
4.000 mile motor trip to Florida in j
the course of a month’s vacation. 1
Interviewed concerning his experi
ences in the flood area Mr. Smalley I
admitted they had witnessed some
appalling conditions but aside from
some inconvenience and extra mile
age due to frequent detours stated
their plight was similar to that of
thousands of others attempting to
make the journey north.
They viewed the hurried prepara
tions in Washington which protected
the foundations of the monument
and many of the new buildings;
drove through water to the running
boards in Maryland; were forced to
leave Pennsylvania and proceed
through the coast cities of Baltimore,
Philadelphia and New York.
At Hartford they became members
of an endless procession of passen
ger cars and trucks unable to cross
the Connecticut at Springfield;
slowly retracing their route to New
Haven, thence to Boston by way of
Provident*.
At Saco I hey encountered a delay
o* four hours and Mr. Smalley took
advantage of the watt by making
some decidedly interesting pictures
of the flooded residential district.
The South has experienced a
severe winter and many miles of
splendid roads, built for less rigorous
weather, must be entirely rebuilt.
This applies to the fine boulevards
between Baltimore and surrounding
cities.

Woolwich motored here to attend. ;
Rev. Corwin Olds of the Congrega
tional Church officiated and the!
bearers were Edward R. Veazie. John
H Post. Dr. Neil A. Fogg. Donald H
Fuller. Basil H Stinson and John M
Richardson.
Interment was in1
Achorn cemetery.

valuables, and still be miss

Fur

Order at Once

Have Weird

count, a savings account and
a safe deposit box for your,

Should be planted in boxes

Browne Club met Thursday night
and
voted the time to sewing and
in a social hour. The meeting April
10 will be with Miss Edna Payson,
for o social evening.

March 31—Democratic State Conven
tion In Lewiston.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the GAR.,
March 31—Rockland Oarden Club
meets with Mrs. Lester 8herman, Beech will meet Friday afternoon at the
Street.
April 2—Republican State Convention home of Mrs. Bernice Jackson, for
In Bangor
April 3 (2 to 9 30)- Educational Club sewing, followed by picnic supper
meets at Grand Army hall.
and an evening business session.
April S—Palm Sunday
April 9-10 High School minstrel show
In auditorium
Oolden Red Chapter meets Friday
April 10—Good Friday.
April 11—Limerock Valley Pomona night and will have Mrs. Doris
Grange meets with Megunticook Grange.
Jordan as supper chairman, and Carl
Camden.
April 13- Easter.
April 13-20—Augusta—Maine Metho Work and George W. Gay in charge
dist conference
of the program, which will present
April 27—Musical and dramatic enter
tainment by the Watson-Doane Co., at several novel features.
the Universalist vestry.
May 10-Mothers Day.
June 9—Republican National Conven
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
tion opens In Cleveland.
...
June 9-11—Annual convention O AR will meet Wednesday at 7:30 at
and allied bodies In Rockland.
SO Legion haU. After the respective
June 13—Primary Election.
Inn business sessions the Auxiliary will
June
18 -Camden Whitehall
opens.
have an observance of its sixth an
June 19-21—Annual encampment
th- Maine Department. Veterana
niversary. The past presidents will
Foreign Wars. In this city.
June 25-28—Lewiston America*
ybe in chacfe, with Mrs. Emma Dick
glon and allied bodies, hold State
as chairman. Ice cream and cake
ven tions
Aug. 2-5—Old Homo Week In Roc$t will be served,
land.

thela *>ewicei, too

NEW PERCALES, 17e ANI) I9e

AND

FUNERALPARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone

450
Representatives In all large cities
In the United States and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on dutv.

Day or Night Telephone
•
361 MAIN ST.,

450
ROCKLAND, ME.

20-tf

tf65.

%rtu)iall Jotw ate Oil U/aw BatOl
C

METAL TUBES

9

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

sobbing. ’•'Which way?

U

OLD SCHOOL DAYS

Come. . . .

Hie. . . . Here!”
Footprints In the muck gave hint
a lead. He walked bent over, fol
lowing the sign ln the soft forest
mould, dog on three legs, whimper
ing with hurt, at his heels.
West had been running. His
footprints were far apart and deep.
That made trailing easy, but It
meant that he was gaining on this
feeble pursuit of crlpplos.
By
Kerry breathed through dry and
HAROLD
open lips. ,He staggered once and
TITUS
stopped, leaning against a tree,
looking backward. He had come
Illustrations
such a little way!
ky
“Up to us . .
he panted. "...
IRWIN
us cripples. . . . Hie on, Tip!"
MYERS
The dog looked into his fnce
and, with a moan, dropped his muz
Copyright by Harold Tltua.
zle to the ground, sniffling.
He
WNU Service.
reeled as he lurched along; his
tongue lolled but he was trailing
and his tail was up!
Young began to laugh, a bit craz
CHAPTER XV
ily.
“The old dauber's up!” he gasped.
“It's still up. . . . He can't beat
NDER the driving of the
ns, chum! Not on your life."
wedges the tree split nnd Its
halves rolled apart at Kerry He reeled along after the dog.
Now and then he could see the
Young's feet A great mass of
trail himself; at other times sickbrood nnd comb nnd oozing honey
glistened In the sunlight.
Young moaned ns he dropped the
sledge and tore Into the comb with
his gloved hands, wresting from
that sticky muss the cyllndrlcaily
shaped object his quick eyes had
detected. Honey dripped from it;
hees swarmed about hls hands as
he turned It over and over.
“What a place!" he muttered.
"No mouse could gnaw, no prow
ling bear find It. Nothing, Tod
West, except the bees knew! . . .
And who'd hunt for this tree?
Who, if you hadn't left honey stick
ing to that old crowbar?"
He shook off a bee which stung
hls wrist He moved away from
a buzzing cloud, making his way to
the leaf dappled spring and, stoop
ing, plunged the smeared roll of
bills into tbe crystal waters.
The honey washed away quickly,
dissolving even in the cold water.
He saw a figure on the currency;
' it was a hundred; many more were
' there. ... He washed them brisk
ly and Tip came close.
“Got It Tip!” he cried. “Got dear
I Nan's cash! We've . .
He Reeled Along After the Dog.
Young whirled, then, because the
ness engulfed him, tbe trees swung
! dog had turned, stiff and alert and
and tilted crazily, be could scarcely
> opened his throat ln a ragged
see Tip. But be kept on, up a
1 growl. In the soft earth, Kerry's
gentle rise, out onto a limestone
one foot slipped and he had start
ridge. . . .
ed to fall over as a rifle spoke,
! started to throw himself toward
Tip was snuffling wildly, there,
tall motionless. Then he found
his own rifle, leaning against a boul
what be was following again. With
der. . . . That other weapon barked
a whimper, half of pain, half of
and he went down with the agon
delight, he staggered forward, his
ies of hell itself tearing at his left
master, dragging tbe rifle by its
shoulder.
muzzle, close behind.
So It was Tip who rushed Tod
Kerry walked that way for a
1 West, who charged forward as the
month, a year, a generation. He
man emerged from the brush, rifle
fell and cut hls Ups. He bumped
at ready. . . Tip who, with teeth
Into a tree with hls wounded shoul
showing, and eyes wicked with an
der and screamed from the pain.
orange flare, stood alone between
Tip looked back and stopped and
Nan Downer's money and the man
waited. When the man got up to
who had cached It so cunningly!
him again he went on, trailing like
Again the rifle cracked and the
a hound!
dog, yelping, snapping at hls right
Time and distance and pain
hind leg, went end over end
meant nothing . . . until they came
through the underbrush, threshing,
to a stop. Perhaps It was the re
rolling, screaming with pain as Tod
spite from the effort of movement,
West charged past him . . ,
perhaps the Imperative demand for
Young had fallen face down Into
alertness from deep In him that
the muck about the spring. His
brought Kerry slowly out of that
right hand lay limply In the water
numb state. . . . Anyhow, he saw
and away from It, rocked by the
that they had come to a clearing
• little ripples which still disturbed
and he was halted on Its edge. Tip,
. the surface, floated the roll of bills.
nose uplifted, before him. A build
1 turning slowly around and around.
ing was swimming before his eyes,
West saw the money. With an
like a moving mirage. ... He
oath he snatched It up and pumped
laughed and cut the laughter short
a fresh cartridge Into the rifle
because that was Townline cahln
chamber. He poised there above
and through the open door he could
the figure of hls Nemesis, dropping
see movement that was no trick of
the muzzle quickly to the back of
hls vagrant senses.
hls bared head.
A man In there was flinging
And then caution asserted Itself.
things to the floor, dropping to hls
How far behind pursuit might he,
knees beside them, making wild,
Tod did not know. Already, he
extravagant motions as he crammed
had fired twice, and sounds wsuld
articles Into a pack sack. Young
carry well today. He stopped, lis
closed one eye tightly to concen
tening. The pound of his heart,
trate on recognition. The man was
the rasp of hls own breath were
unmistakably Tod West.
■ loud. He lifted Young's arm and
Kerry staggered on a few steps,
let it go. The inert hand smacked
trying to get the rifle to hls shoul
the water dully.
der with one arm. He could not do
Then, with cruel craft, he placed
IL The thing wns a tremendous
his foot against Young's cheek,
shoved his face down Into the .and unwieldy weight. He needed
a rest for the barrel. . . . Yonder
spring and leaped the now roily
was a rock and he lurched toward
pool.
it An upstanding slab of lime
“Breathe 'nd drown, damn you!"
stone, It was, split by frost with
he growled shakily and set off at
a crack Into which he could have
a slow run. . . ,
laid his arm.
It was the tugging of the whin
But he did not try to lay hls arm
ing dog on his collar which stirred
there. He laid the rifle barrel In
Kerry. He stirred and gulped and
the opening and stretched himself
gasped. With a herculean effort,
laboriously on his belly.
he raised hls head and half rolled
Carefully he sighted on the door
over; then dropped It to the ferns
way and worked hls tongue In hls
nnd lay there moaning lowly. He
parched mouth, striving to conjure
should not be there, he knew; he
moisture there so his speech might,
had something to do; somewhere
be good.
to go; a matter to attend. . . . But
“Put up your hands!” he croaked.
things were so far away, so faint
“Pre got you covered and—”
ly outlined, so ...
West reared on his knees, rigid.
Tip's tongue was frantic against
Young's finger was on the trigger,'
his closed lids; Tip's breath hot
ready to thwart any move.
. .,
in hls own nostrils. Consciousness
And then his man was out of sight,
came back with a nauseating surge.'
throwing himself sideways along
“Oh, God!” he moaned, getting
the floor.
his knees somehow beneath him.
Kerry fired and the shock of re
“Oh . . . It’s gone . . . Tip! It was
West . . It was . . . And he's got
coil sent fresh agonies through ids
It!”
body. He saw a leg of the table, on
Fighting down sickness, shaking
the far side of the room and oppo
his head against blindness, he
site the doorway, splinter. . . . Then
searched. The money was gone.
j silence.
The money was gone I
Tears
When he rallied tlie strength, he
coursed his cheeks as he shouted
called:
that at Tip and then stopped, lean
| “Come out, West! I’ll give you
ing close to see better as the re
one chance!"
triever licked savagely at his thigh.
No response.
•Oh!“ he gasped. "And he al ‘ “Come out!” he tried to shout,
most got you!’’ With his good right
but his voice broke. . . .
hand he touched the creature's leg.
On that West spoke:
“Broken!” he muttered as Tip
“To hell with you, Young!"
winced. “The two of us. ... And
Kerry drew a great breath which
he's making hls get - away with
tore at his wound. So that was
It. West had confidence. Desper
Nan’s money!”
A great and godly rage shook
ate, he would be defiant. The only
him, lifted him above paic, above
means of exit were on this side:
dizziness for the moment, sent a
the door and the one window. So
savage will surging through his bro
long as he could remain ln this
position and keep his eyes and
ken body.
mind clear, West could not emerge.
; “Tip, it’s np to us! Shy an
:«rm, shy a leg. . . . Which way,
. . . But how long would that be?
Tod West spoke again.
JTIp?”— reaching for his gun and

FLAME
IN THE .
FOREST

Every-Other-Day
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Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE

Much attention among popular
music lovers has been turned toward
the new "swing" styles which are
being developed by
all of the leading
orchestra leaders.
Benny Goodman,
who batons the
"Swing Time Re
vues" every Tues
day evening, andZ
Jimmy Dorsey.
■b $5
Bing Crosby's
Thursday evening
ork pilot, arc out

Ingstone always comes to the mike
with a corsage of orchids from her
comedian husband, and she gives
him a red carnation for hls button
hole every week. Johnny Green,
Kenny Baker and Don Wilson are
favored with white ones from the
poetess.

Bennv Goodman

never became in-

••• Much of the success of "The
O'Neills,'' heard Mondays through
Fridays on NBC, is attributed to the
sterling character

ization
O'Neill,
standing in their Kate
Interpretation o 1 Mrs M
the'newest'oi ra-

o f Mrs
played b?
McComb
c C o m t

“rested in tht
thcatie until she
was wel1 past ■*'
a" her Previous
I interest being cen
! tered tn singing
•••Following hls long-term stay for her owi
at Chicago's most popular supper amusement. B u i
rendezvous, George Olsen will accept when "Thi
Kate McComb
the offer of a Los Angeles night club O'Neills" was cast
and move his musical crew coast- ! she was chosen out o. all the people
ward. Olsen's Saturday evening who auditioned for the program.
“Celebrity Night" programs will then
••• When Charles Dornberger ac
emanate from Hollywood.
cepts a Job. it takes on the aspect of
‘ Sigmund Romberg is another a life work. Four years ago. Dornradio headliner to shift hls program , berger accepted a four weeks' enbuilding point to California. Movie gagement to appear with hls or
producers have been clamoring for chestra at a smart Montreal hotel,
hls services and the famed composer- and he was held over there for four
conductor has finally arranceo with years! But he's finally back in New
hls sponsor to broadcast (tom tl.e York broadcasting over NBC
west coast. You hear the Sigmund
•••James Melton. leading radio
Romberg programs every Monday
tenor, is the central point ln one of
evening over NBC.
radio's
iu.ua iincat
latest vdevelopments. "The
perfectly balanced
••• Add Eva LeGallienne to the
program" ls the
list of great stage stars who nave
effect sought tn
been attracted to the microphone by
the Friday night
the producert ot
program over NBC
the Radio Theatre
starring Melton
programs Famed
with Red Nichols'
stace and screen
orchestra. The
players enthusi-.
public's choice as
astlcally welcome;
to the right
the Radio Thea
amaunt of classi
tre's campaign to
cal songs, pop
revive a nation
tunes and hot
wide Interest tn
music have been
the fine arts of.
the drama. Dial- ; James Melton figured out just
as a diet expert
ers everywhere are
taking advantage might figure a meal, and is being
Eva LeGallienne al their weekly op- used as a formula for the program.
portunlty to hear
••• The King's Men. western quar
the best plays of all times enacted
by the most famous players by- tet who were practically unknown
catching this CBS feature on Mon ln the east last year and are no*
featured on four commercials, have
day evenings.
branched out into the production
••• Al Jolson is enthusiastic about field. They are the organizers of the
the decision of several of the major mixed choral group heard on the
league ball teams to do their spring Ed Wynn show,
training on the West Coast. Be- ,
tween hls Chateau broadcasts. Jolson I
luring "Red ' Nichols, the
being an ardent baseball fan. watches bandsman, goes Joe Cook one better,
his diamond favorites tune up for Cook has 8 baseball in hls home*
the pennant races.
which was NOT autographed bys
1 Babe Ruth; Ntchols possesses half a
••• The Jack Benny shows over grapefruit taken from a banquet
NBC Sundays are probably the most table at which George Jcssel was
flowery on the networks. Mary Liv- |NOT toast-masterl

die's helgh-de-ho
Most of the band leaders admit diallng Goodman and Dorsey each week
to learn the latest doo-dads of thc
"swing kings."

a

Outlook Alarms
Finance Experts
See New Deal Financing as

Prelude to Heavy

Inflation.
Bv DK. K. W. KEMMERER
Profei,-or of International Finance. Prince
ton I nh entity. and Member Na
tional Advtvory Cuuncll of Ihe
American Liberty Lenaue.

The Increase In our public debt
for tlie three years ending next
June will he approximately equiva
lent to $40 a minute from the date
Columbus discovered America to the
present time. Meanwhile our taxes
also have been Increasing rapidly
while our national income out of
which they are payable has been
far below what It was before the
depression, having declined every
year but one from 1929 to 1934. nnd
having averaged in current dollars
32 per cent lower during the last
three of these years than during
the three years preceding.
Hundreds of millions of dollars
of our recently accumulated deficit
have been Incurred io pay for the
production at excessive costs of un
productive and little needed public
works nnd to compensate farmers
for destroying little pigs, plowing
under cotton, and for not produc
ing crops and live stock. Tlie bur
den of taxation is Increased to ob
tain funds to destroy the national
wealth out of which the taxes must
be paid.
Present Policy Dangerous.

Although we have been experi
encing a substantial growth of taxes
during the last few years against
which the public are showing in
creasing opposition, our enormons
Increase in public exi>enditnres lias
been financed chiefly not out of tax
ation but by means of inflationary
borrowing from the banks. In this
fact lies the greatest danger of
our present financial policy.
The usual antidote for extrava
gant government expenditures is
heavy taxation. The basic princi
ple of Anglo-Saxon democracy is
control of the government by the
people through their control of the
purse, namely of the taxes they
pay. An eminent English historian
has called the power of the purse
“the surest safeguard of freedom."
When the members of Congress who
vote for large expenditures of pub
lic money are compelled at the same
time to vote for additional taxes
for meeting these expenditures,
taxes which are distributed equi
tably among all classes of voters
"Go to Nan. Tip! Go to Nan! . . ,
both rich and poor and that are
Ille on! To Nan . . . Nan!"
consciously paid by the voters and
He shoved at the wounded ani
not concealed in the form of inmal and Tip rose painfully to his
feet, staring Incredulously at his ’ creased prices, then and then only
do the members of Congress be
master.
come watchdogs of the treasury and
“Nan?" he seemed to be asking.
“Go away, with you In a Jam like I become careful and economical in
the expenditures they authorize.
this? Not on your life, chain! I'm
The situation, however, is very
sticking! I got only three legs left
different when a great part of the
but when bell's poppin' around you
expenditures is financed throngh the
my place is here!"
sale of government debt to the
Again Young spoke: “Hie on!
hanks which the hanks pay for by
Nan. I said!" Tlie savagery in hls
Issuing bank notes, or, more Impor
voice made tlie dog's ears drop
tantly, by placing to the govern
meekly. “Go to Nan! Don't you
ment’s credit hank deposits that tlie
hear? Will you please . . . get
government in turn pays out as it de
a-goin ... on your way?”
sires by means of checks. This prac
He had raised himself to his el
tice when long continued spells in
bow. thrusting his face close to the
flation.
dog, snarling the words.
Surprised and shocked Tip slunk
away. He licked his chops and
Buy Luxurious Furnishings
waggled his tall apologetically.
for Quoddy PWA Employes
Never before In his life had he
The Nation's taxpayers, footing
been addressed go. At a little dis
the bill for billions of dollars' of
tance lie halted as though expect
New Deal expenditures, were given
ing to have Kerry relent.
an unwitting glimpse behind Ihe
''Nan. I said! Go to Nan!” His
official scenes when tlie War De
eyes were glowing with fever, now.
partment recently advertised for
furnishings for workers' quarters on
“Hie! Go on! Go find Nan, I tell
the PWA power project at Passayou!"
maquoddy, Maine.
He picked up a pebble and clum
To those who are wondering how
sily shied it at Tip, groaning from
the richest nnd most powerful nnthe pain It gave.
tlon in the world can plunge Into
With a protesting little whimper,
the abyss of huge governmental
that one leg dragging uselessly, tlie
deficits, the specifications for Quoddy
ragged bone ends biting Into raw
project furnishings are revealing.
flesh at every move, the dog made
As a part of the "more abundant
life" for the PWA workers In ques
hls way slowly through the brush.
tion. the War department found the
Shortly he came out to the road
following absolutely necessary:
be had traveled before. He stood
All wool blankets of “pastel
green," with white taffeta rayon
there and gave n long look hackbindings, 80x69 Inches and weigh
ward. Then he limped gingerly
ing 2% pounds, no more and no
across the first rut Htid, panting
less.
from tlie effort, set out to do ills
The furniture to be used must be
master's bidding. ...
In colonial style, dull finish, and
constructed of old-fashioned maple,
while the fireplaces must harmonize
(TO BE CONTINUED)
with the colonial furnishings.
The War Department also felt the
need for “puffs.” which It wns ex
plained. are otherwise known as
“BOZE" ACCLAIMS SPRING
comforts. These comforts must he
stuffed with down of ducks and cov
ered with “sun-fast, rust sateen.”
Somerville, Mass.. March 21
Reception rooms will be furnished
' Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
with two great grandfather clocks
encli. These timepieces are to be
Eureka! “Ictodes faetidus" was
either walnut, mahogany or maple.
However, it is specified that they
j found Friday between sun-up and
must be 7 feet tall. 24 inches wide
its zenith; place—my swamp in the
and 18 Inches deep. Dials of sli
ver are essential.
Middlesex Fells, Medford.
Pewter candlesticks are also re
"O dank, obnoxious one.
quired. together with coffee tnbles.
Just let me say you are the first
enrd tables and davenports. On the
Respondent to the sun;
So. let the beauty lovers lilt
walls will be hung paintings by
And let the poets sing—
“recognized masters.”
Though odorous and ugly, you
The War Department also sought
Are herald of the spring
bids for “love-seats."
The Saunterer
The Philadelphia Inquirer com
menting editorially remarked of
some peculiar omissions:
“Where are the gold-plated bath
tubs?” This newspaper wanted to
know. “And the electric elevators?
Every well appointed club has a bil
liard room, not to mention a bar.
If the government Is going ln for
boon doggling dpluxe,” the Inquirer
Without Caloisel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed is
•oncluded, "let It do It right”
the Mornini Rarin' Io Co

$

Gi

“I'll wait you out. Young!” he
taunted.
“When you've bled
enough. I'll finish the Job!"
He shut Ids teeth and tried to
pray because he could feel a renewed trickle of blood down his
side.
“Oh, God," he began, mumbling,
“give me strength to scotch this
snake! Oh, God, let me hold out
to save for Nan whut's hers! , . .
Please, God!’’
Tip. beside him, moaned and
trembled and began licking at hls
leg again.
Thereafter was no speech, no
movement for a long Interval. The
shadows shifted beneath the march
of the snn. A fly droned abont Ids
head. His tongue was so parched
that It seemed It would crack.
Then suddenly he was aware of
faint stirrings within the cabin and
something flashed across the door
way. West had crossed to the win
dow end of the cahln and Kerry
fired again, aimlessly.
I
“Still awake, eh?" West Jeered.
“Look your last ... Or. I'll trade
with yon. Throw your rifle into
the clearing and I'll give you my
; word I'll not come near—”
Kerry fired again and a window
pane pulverized, lie heard the oth
er cursing sharply' and knew he
had not been wrong; the sugges
tion of a shadow against tlie glass
had been West, cautiously peering
out. . . .
It was agony to pump in another
cartridge. His left arm lay cold
and lifeless beside him hut Ills
shoulder burned and throbbed. He
got a box of shells out of his
pocket somehow and stuffpd the
magazine full. Blackness hovered
over him for a moment.
He tried to reason things out.
He could not last much longer.
Loading his gun had started the
blood again. When tlie bleeding
sapped him low enough, or when
night fell. West could slip out and
be gone forever. . . .
What was it Nan had said about
West and the country beyond? . . .
Oh, yes? West knew it like a book.
. He was the only one who knew
It. Once ln It, then, the Downer
account against him. both in blood
and money, might well be written
off.
‘ If he only had help. If Nan or
Ezra or any of them only knew
where he was. But they did not.
! All they knew was that he was
t hunting a bee tree. He was alone
... he and Tip were alone. . . .
He held his eyes on the cabin
and kept the rifle butt to ills good
; shoulder with his chin. Hls right
hand went out to Tip, caressing
the short, curly hair, and Hip dog
i whined; not from pain; it was an
inquiring, concerned whine nnd he
stared hard Into tils master's face.
"Tip! You’ve got it . . . to do!"
■ Kerry whispered. “Tough, with
; that leg, but It's her only chance.
Maybe ... my only chance. . . .
.You've got It to do for Nan! Un
derstand? For Nan!"
The dog's nose began to quirk
' and his tail moved slightly,
j “Hear me, Tip? (God. I can’t
j tell whether I'm yelling or whisiperlng!) Hear me?”—gripping the
.coat and shaking the doc a little.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEThe liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
In not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system ia poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk. *
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter's Little Lives
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing In making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
naraa. Stubbornly refuse any thin* else. &&

DR. J. H. DAMON
DENTIST

By Appointment
Telephone 415-W
Over Newberry's 5c

A

10c Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

W. R. Walter Harks Back To
"Deestrict” Days—When
Mischief Reigr.ed

BY VIRGINIA FRANCIS
Director Uitpolnt Electric Cookery /nilltuto

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The articles written by Mrs. Over
lock on old school days caused a
harking back to the old "deestrict"
system and my schoolboy experience
I could fill many pages witli episodes,
funny and otherwise but at this time
will specifically of one term of
school and of one boy who has
figured with the writer all down, or
up through life's program. Everett
C. Teague and the writer have many
things ln common to think about.
We are nearly of the same age. mar
ried pals of about the same height,
both good looking, one daughter born
to each
But here ls where we
diverge. He forges ahead by becom
ing great grandfather while I tag
on behind with six grandchildren to
hls one. However, no one knows what
the final result wlll be.
“Evle” and I were playmates and
schoolmates from childhood We al
ways sat behind the same desk the
first of the term, but hardly ever
through.
The specific term I wish to speak
about was a winter term taught by
Egar Stevens Mr Stevens was "cne
of the boys" when outside, but when
ln the schoolroom he was Master
The peculiar thing about him was he
would do things in school hours that
he would punish a scholar for F;r
instance, there was one student who
had a nasal twang in hls voice and
when he asked the teacher a ques
tion he got an answer in the same
tone.
• • • •
One of hls modes of punishment1
was to throw a ruler at the culprit..
but there was one time he missed hls
mark I was turned around in my
seat watching my brother practice
penmanship when the missile went
whizzing by my head and hit my
brother A moment of silence and
then an apology, while I escaped a
chastisement.
There was a juniper grove a short
distance from the schoolhouse that
seemed alive with squirrels and dur-1
lng recess one day we boys got so
intent chasing them that the call bell 1
was not heeded and little did we!
realize until we went tn of our own
accord that we had spent two whole ,
hours In the grove However, there
were two boys who went tn at the J

bell's call—“Evle" and "Red 8human
They were sent out several times to
tell us to come ln. but no attention
was paid to their call. But when at'
last we did go in Mr Stevens hardly
dared to inflict a corporal punish
ment as there were too many big'
boys. and. of course, it wouldn't have
done to punish the smaller ones ln;
that manner and let the older ones
go free, so after a short lecture he
announced the penalty of three
weeks without a recess. However. I
the penalty was somewhat softened i
by the fact that there was no ln- J
sptration for those two "goodies."1
i "Evle" and "Red." to take a recess :
1 alone, so they took the punishment
with us by remaining in.
• • • •
There was one boy ln school that
"Evle" didn't like, and he watched
his chance for an occasion to report
some improper caper of "Hiram's to
the teacher for which he would pun
ish him. One day "Evle" thought he
had obtained hls purpose. "Evle”
and I were seated on one side of the
house a few desks back from the
, end while "Hiram" sat on the oppoi site side at the front desk. Suddenly I
heard "Evie" give a loud laugh that
anyone could tell was a forced one
The first part of thc plan worked
I splendid. The teacher came along
I and asked what he was amused
about and he answered with such a
put-on expression I still have the
picture ln my mind: "Hiram is mak
ing up faces at us and pointing a
stick like a gun.” The teacher
grabbed ''Evie" by the hair, who was
seated on the wall side, dragged
him out around the desks over to
where "Hiram" sat. took Htram by
the hair, yanked him out on the floor
and bumped their heads together.
Laugh? no sir-ee! But I thought I
should "bust" holding in.
• • * •

Here's one Brother T. told on him
self: It happened in his early busi
ness life when he was furnishing
many customers with their meat sup
plies. One morning he called at a
good old Methodist lady's home
when, after getting her supply of
meat, she asked If he would like a
glass of dandelion wine. “It being so
warm this morning I guess I will,"
he said. After drinking the first
glass she asked tf he would have an
other. “That tasted so good I guess
I will take another half a glass was
hls reply. Going down a street he
overtook a prominent merchant going
£o his place of business and. being ac
commodating. which ls characteristic
of him. Invited him to get aboard.
The merchant looked at the load and
said: “I guess you are pretty well
loaded." meaning the load of meat.
But Brother T. took It differently
and replied: “I don't think so. I only
took a glass and a half " Tlie re-

Looks like some family is going
to “eat big” tonight—to the extent
of a rolled roast of beef, browned
potatoes, peaa and carrots and apple
piet Makes you feel almost like
“hedging” around for an invitation,
doesn't it? But there’s no use barg
ing in now because it looks like Mrs.
So-and-So will be leaving toon.
Yes, this young homemaker is

basis and every homemaker can
produce real cooking miracles al
most with the turn of a button.
But, regarding this roast beet
dinner which is going to be cooked
by "remote control.
The entire
meal is prepared for cooking in the
usual manner—the roast ii seasoned
and placed in a shallow, oblong
baking pan; the potatoes are but-

The timer-clock of the modern electric range has cut the “tie that bitds"
tromen to their kitchens.

going places and she is going to
cook this elegant dinner by “remote
control,” if you please I Now you
might think she were a Mrs. Houdini or an Alice in Wonderland to
be able to prepare a meal like this
while she is chalking up bridge
scores or taking a knitting lesson at
the same time; but, she's really just
an ordinary modem homemaker.
She is enjoying the easy, carefree
life made possible by modem elec
tric cookery.

tered, seasoned and placed around
the meat; the peas and carrots, to
gether with a small amount of wa
ter and seasonings, are placed in a
covered casserole; and the apple pia
ia made in the conventional fashion.
Then the dinner goes into the oven
—into a cold, unheated oven, all at
one time.
Sets Time-Clock

,. And, mealtime being a few hours
hence, this young lady design! to
postpone the cooking for an hour or
two. To do this, she sets the auto
New Cooking Era
matic time clock at the time the
Electric cookery brings a startling wants the cooking to begin and to
new era to this business of cooking 1 end. She adjusts the oven tempera“three square meals a day." Re . ture to the correct baking tempera
member the furor that used to take ture and she turns the oven switch
place in the kitchen when “com I to Bake. And, when the appointed
pany” meals were being prepared? hour arrives, the measured, con
Remember the anxiety and uncer trolled heat units are released into
tainty connected with baking your the well insulated electric oven to
first cakes, pies and muffins? Re cook the meal to a delectable per
member the times you’ve wanted to
tear sway from the kitchen while an fection.
Thus, Mrs. Miracle Cook has "re
important oven roast was clamoring
for frequent "look-ina”? Well, with mote control” over the cooking of
the debut of miracle cookery and this miracle dinner. However,
the new automatic electric range, , there’s no "remote control” in rsthe “rock, shoals and rapids" en ' gard to the eating of it. Every sincountered in old time cookery are 1 gle member of the family will be
entirely forgotten. Cooking now is right at hand ready to enjoy every
established on a scientific, efficient | morsel. Try it and aee!
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HORIZONTAL
t-Esters
5-lmitates
9-Sea
11- To the left (Naut.)
12- Pertaining to Iran
14- To long for
15- The (Fr.)
16- Merits
17- Mop
18- Cut
20-A singing voice
22- A title
23- Haif a score
24- A falsehood
26-Prefix. Before
23-Fabulously rich man
30-Diving birds
32- Even (contr.)
33- Prongs

N l4

2b

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
34—To (Scot.)
11-ltem in one's
36-Make sorrowful
property
38-Plan
13- Vehicle
..
14- 1 meet
"
40- Jeer
41- Ventured
19-Striking
42- Serf
21-Natlve of Africa
43- Smaller
24- Shade tree
25-Consumer
VERTICAL
26- Assumed an attitude
27- The whole
1- Frustrsts
28- Ways
2- A land measure (pi.) 29- Evil
3-Tormenta
30- Guided
4- River in Poland
31- Wlse men
5- Appointee (abbr.)
32- Feminine suffix
6- Venom
(Fr.)
7- Mistake
35-Termlnates
8- Walk
37-Seotch river
10-River in Africa
39-Salt (Lat.)

(Solution to previous puzzle)

suit was he was obliged to seek a
shady spot until cooled off. I think
it was the first, last and only time
that he was caught in the toils of
strong drink He hates booze worse
than I do. if that is possible.
Well after fourscore years have
passed we are still this side the mys
tic veil and the wives of our youth
with as. We four were converted at
the same revival meetings, all united
with the M. E. Church at the same
time, and all still remain loyal to J
that institution after 56 years of ex
perience.
W. R. Walter
North Waldoboro, March 18.
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VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO.
Service to Vinaihaven, North Haven,
Stonington, Isle au Hant, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
March is Tweed-Weave month. The
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter
Service 1935-1938
Courier-Gazette has this Rytex Spe-1
Dally Except Sunday
cial on sale during this month only, j (Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
A most attractive shade of blue pa- ■ Read Down
Read Up
A.
M
F. M
per that has a smooth writing sur 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
face. Two hundred sheets 6x7 inches 6 30 Lv. Stonington,
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 1.30
and 100 envelopes, all printed with] 8 15 Lv. Vinaihaven.
Ar. 2.45
030
Ar.
Rockland,
Lv.
1.30
your name and address for $1.00.
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Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 24, 1936
WALDOBORO

STAR THEATRE
Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
“Miss

Pacific Fleet”

JOAN BLONDELL and
GLENDA FARRELL

THURSDAY. MARCH 26

“Drift Fence”
LARRY CRABBE and
KATHERINE DE MILLE

SATURDAY, MARCH 28

‘Whispering Smith Speaks’
GEORGE O’BRIEN, and
IRENE WARl

Mslinre Saturday at 2.30
News and Comedy Each Show
Speeial! *10 liven away eaeh Sat
urday Night in three prizrs of
$5, 53 and 52. lie on hand!
35-36

JEFFERSON
Mrs Walter Maddin and Mrs.
Wcndall Fraser entertained at a
neighborhood card party Saturday |
night at the home of the former.
Sandwiches cake and coffee made
up the repast.

A small bone In her leg was broken
when Mrs Ida Flagg recently fell at
her home.
A daughter who has been namei
Emily Helen was born to Mr. and
Mrs Willis Bond recently.

Stag card parties, with two tables
of players take place regularly
Mondays at the home of Frank Tib
betts.
Miss Evelyn Flagg has returned
home after a visit with her brother
ln Rockland

Rev and Mrs I. E. Berant attend
ed the evening service Sunday at the
Baptist Church ln Waldoboro

Mrs. John H. Miller and Mrs. Ella
Marshall have returned from a trip
to Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Spear and Miss
Dorothy Spear have been guests of
relatives ln Warren.
The High School students are rehears.ng for a concert to toe given In
April under the able leadership of
Guy I. Waltz and his daughter, Mrs.
Gretchen W. Simmons.
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig has returned from
a visit with her sister. Mrs. Fred
Connell, In Providence.
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, who has
been passing the winter with hcr
sister, Mrs. Nellie B. Wade, has re
turned to Thomaston.
Carroll T. Cooney, Jr., who was Hi
for several weeks at the Sampson
homestead, is sufficiently recovered to
leave with hls nurse for a Florida trip.
Thomas Nisbit of Beverly. Mass.,
has been here to see hls mother, Mrs.
Lucy Nisbit who ls a patient ln Mrs.
Verna Little's Nursing' Home.
Mrs. Mabel Mank of Dover. N. H,
is at her home here for a vacation.
The Ice went out of the river Wed
nesday, always a cause for rejoicing
on the part of local residents.
At a Republican caucus held In
Crowell's hall Friday, delegates were
elected to State and District Conven
tions to be held April 2 In Bangor.
Delegates to State convention are,
Mrs Rena Crowell, E. B. Robertson,
E Ashley Waltsr. Mrs Maude Clark
Gay, Albee Sidelinger; to District
convention, George O. Oenthner,
Lew s Schwartz. Merle Castner. Edgar
Hagerman and Mrs. Elsie Mank.
Delegates to State convention elected
to act as alternates to District ccnvention and vice versa. The town
committee has elected E. B Rob rtson
as chairman; Mrs. Rena Crowelf, vice
chairman; Miss Edith Levensaler.
secretary; Merle Castner, treasurer.
Thirty-flve members make up the roil.

ROCKPORT

Page Five

High-Speed Living TaxesDigestion
Smoking Camels found to have

a positive beneficial effect
RUSH HOUR-tircd nerves tighten,
often send us to the table in no
shape to enjoy food. Camels have
thc pleasant effect, during and after
meals, of aiding and promoting
digestion.

A SENSATION! Henry
Taft Snowdon, '54, inter
collegiate wrestling
champion. Snowdon says:
"It's my experience that
smoking Camels after
meals and between meals
aids digestion."

upon Digestion...
Our modern "cit-and-run" way of living is
hard on digestion. Experiences with indiges
tion are common! Hence unusual interest
attaches to the following fact: that smoking
Camels has been found to have a marked
beneficial effect in aiding digestive ac.ion.
You'll find Camels milder too, packed with
the rich enjoyment of choice tobaccos.
Turn to Camels for digestion’s sake...for
the pleasure to be found in Camel's costlier
tobaccos. Camels set you right!

OTIS BARTON, in
ventor of the "bathy
sphere," says diving
tests condition — es
pecially digestion.
"Camels help make my
food digest better.”

.

*

LESTER STOEFEN, former U. S.
Doubles Champion, says:
"Camels help food to digest
easier. Eating at odd hours all
over thc country; I smoke
Camels for digestion's sake."

S’

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!

TUNE IN I... CAMEL CARA VAN
WITH WALTER O'KEEFE
DEANE JAN’S • TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA

Tuesday and Thursday—9 p m.
B.S.T.. I p.m. CS.T.,9:J0 p.m.
M.S.T., 8:30 p.m. P.S.T.—over
W A B C • Columbia Network

“CAMELS ARE A FAVORITE with us here,"
says Mr. Joe Moss, who presides over New
York's Hollywood Restaurant (abatt). ”1 see
Camels on lots of tables. We've found that

Camel* are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkieh
and Domestic - than any
Other popular brand.

success comes through giving people the best
The fact that Camel uses costlier tobaccos
and people prefer Camels show s that they ap
preciate thc same policy in other lines too."

Bedford Jago was host at a chicken
dinner Wednesday, the evening hours
Mrs. Veda Brown entertained the
OwjtWM. IMS. a. I. BwmMi Tak. Ca., WtaMMateUo. M. a
being given over to a card party
T Club Friday night at her home on
Russell
avenue.
Traffic Sunday to Gardiner and
Brunswick was as heavy as ln sum
Mrs Mabelle Crone who has been
mer, all bound to see the effects of employed at the home of Mr. and
the flood According to one report Mrs. Kelley, Camden. Is now with her
all manner of floating objects could * son Alton Crone and Mrs. Crone.
be seen in the streets, from silk hose I The Simonton Farm Bureau held an
to meat and vegetables. The Maddin interesting session Friday afternoon
road has been impassable since thc at the home of Mrs. John Buzzell.
flood and the 8heepscot bridge ls un The subject for discussion was “The
won high honor parts In tlie senior
CUSHING
other day. Upon feeding the rabbits in Friendship to get In readiness Mr.
SOUTH THOMASTON
VINALHAVEN
der ten feet of water. A school bus Herb Oarden."
class at Rockland High School These
_____
they discovered a nest of young Carter's new boat.
ln trying to cross, became stuck and
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter
Mrs. Irven Stone returned Satur
Maurice Rackliffe has been accept- hneboys have always held high ranks
Snow has nearly all disappeared bunnies.
Earl Field made a trip Wednesday
the children were rescued from the Lillian have returned to Criehaven
ed for the Navy and will leave home in school and are a credit to this snd song birds have made their ap- , Mr and Mrs. Ernest Brackett are to Boothbay Harbor,
day to North Haven.
top where they had climbed for after v.slting Mrs. Wilson's mother.
' town.
pearance ln great numbers. A Joyous spending a week with their son in
Mrs. Jenny Speed Is expected home
Miss Louise Libby went Saturday at an early date.
safety.
Mrs. Leslie C. Deane.
Inspection of officers of ForgetMrs Georgia Snow, who Is passing welcome Is granted these cheerv I New Harbor.
soon.
to Wollaston. Mass., to spend thc
Mr snd Mrs. Ford Davis have left i
-----------------Mrs. W. F. Dillingham has returned Easter recess with her parents. Mr. me-not Chapter. O E S. was held the winter ln Rockland, was recent signs.
"P;or old Tompkins has two wives
Monday night in thc presence of over. guest of Mr and Mrs. David Pollack.
Mrs. Florence Geyer was recent the island for a week or two
home from Boston, where she visited j and Mrs Charles Libby.
The Busy Bee Club held its latest to support now," remarked the cashThe report that Mr and Mrs I. hostess to Helpful Club which, at Its
for a few days In company with Miss
The Knit-Wits met Friday evening 100 local members and those from
meeting with Mrs. Lunette Bates.
order collector to Mrs. Brown the
visiting
Chapters.
Mrs.
William
J.
Putnam
are
to
run
a
series
of
following
session,
assembled
with
Jessie Hosmer.
with Miss Ruth Brown.
Makinen was the candidate for Initl- dances for the benefit of the Towns-' Mrs Carrie Geyer
Mrs Clyson Prior ls managing the ether morning,
DCN GOSSK?
The Ballard Business school closed
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed enter ation. Six o'clock supper was served end Club is meeting with great en- ’ Schools opened yesterday after two Trailing Yew during the absence of
‘ Good heavens!" Mrs Brown reFriday for a week's vacation.
*r
tained the Buddies Sunday night at and a pleasing program followed the thusiasm on the part of the young weeks' vacation.
! Miss Davis.
plied. "Ycu don't mean to say he's a
PETER HENDERSON
Chesley Cripps Is at home from their home.
people.
The heavy rains played havoc with ' A card party will be held this week bigamist?"
ceremony.
University of Maine to spend the
Mrs. Thomas Baum and daughter
the roads ln many parts of the town. at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wll"Oto, no. Nothing like that; but
The young members ot Wessawesschool
vacation.
Planting
Muriel are ln Boston.
but
the
damage
ls
slight
compared
llam
8tanley
hls
son got married last week."—Min
keag Grange are enjoying the organ
NORTH HAVEN
The National Red Cross has called
The Antique Club met Tuesday ization in the manner for which It
to the disastrous effects ln other
Everett Carter and Lewis Day are ncapolls Tribune.
IN DIGGING your ground, go
upon the Chapters to aid in relieving with Mrs Josephine MacDonald.
The Girls' 4-H Club met Saturday sections of the State,
was designed—by visiting and havdeep. The aeration and break
the distress caused toy the floods
Ing up Is of inestimable value
. . . ,
Miss Rita Greenlaw was hostess lng visitors. Pleasant Valley Grange afternoon at the home of Mildred
Knox County's quota which was
to your garden. Proper prepa
Friday to Tocalot Club at her home had 23 guests last Tuesday night and Brinkworth. Games were played anti I
Mrs.
Abbie
L Garnsey
originally set for 5800. has now been,
ration of tbe soil means deepMrs. Hollis Arey went Wednesday F^y »» °r more Orangers will go refreshments served. Those present
Word
has
been
received of the J
rooted plants. Do not, however,
Increased to 51600. and ln order for
were Mrs Carl Bunker. Mildred Brinkto St. George
go below tbe good soil level.
death. March 8, of Mrs Abbie L J
this sum to be raised everyone must to Whitinsville, Mass , where Mr
The Gold Star Workers 4-H Club worth. Beatrice Mills. Mary Dyer,
• • • •
Garnsey of Shellvllle, Calif, where
do his or her part. Contributions Arey has employment
recently held an interesting meeting Ann Dyer. Hope Ames. Hazle Marden.
THE HOUSE Is the one per
DARING VIEWPOINTS
she had made her home the past few
A special meeting of Moses Webmay
be
handed
to
Rev.
Forrest
F.
manent part of your home pro
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Norma Howard, Grace Beverage and
Fowle. Rev G. F. Currier. First Select ster Lodge will be held tonight Tues- Bohn. Miss Ruth Clark, county Mrs. Vinal Hopkins. Miss Ruth years with cousins. Mrs. Garnsey i
perty. All of the trees and such
other plantings should be placed
man Arthur K. Walker or Postmaster day with work on entered apprentice , club agent, conducted a judging con Clark, county club agent, ls due at the was formerly of Warren She was
so aa to make a desirable pic
married first to Shepherd Robinson,
degree.
HUdred Rider.
test. This club is enthusiastic in its club about April 1 to direct a Judging to which union one son. OtLs Robin- j
ture aa a whole. The picture
Miss
Hannah
Anderson
recently
contest.
The
next
session
will
be
with
An automobile accident which1
can be spoiled as easily by too
Jcssc
of Warren Mas; Hazle Marden. the date to be an son of this place, was born. After
caused no serious results occurred returned from Miami and other
much as too little growth
Mr. Robinson's death, deceased went I
• * • •
points
of
interest
tn
Florida
spent
the
past
week
at the home of j nounced.
Sunday afternoon near thc end of
West to be with relatives, her brother
INSTEAD OF USING labels,
the Iron bridge when a car owned by
Mrs. Oscar Waterman and sons of j hls sister. Mrs Annie Mundie. Mr :
having lived there many years. In
make a map of your garden. In
the Hopkins Oarage. Rockland, and North Haven are guests of her sister odlorne was called by the illness and ]
dicate tbe perennials and fill In
California she became the wife of
driven by C. E Rhodes. Sr., sideswiped Miss Beulah Gilchrist.
death of hls father. Elisha Odlorne
around them with annuals. The
Mr. Oamsey who preceded her in •
a
car
driven
by
Mrs.
Fred
C.
GatCongratulations
are
extended
Wll-1
Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained
map will be useful when you
death a few years ago Their home
combe of Rockland. With Mrs. Gat- friends Friday night at her home l:am Anderson and Ralph Tyler who1
are planning next year's garden.
was ln St. Helena
• • • •
combe were her son John, less than featuring the birthday anniversary
Mrs. Oamsey had many friends in
WITH ROCK GARDENS, avoid
a year old, and Miss Evelyn Wallace, of her sister Mrs. Alice Strickland.
making It look like an exhibi
this
part of the country where she
who Is employed at the Qatoombej Lunch Included a large birthday
tion area. The most attractive
was an active member of the Metho
home.
The
child,
striking
the
broken
cake.
rock gardens are natural to the
dist Church ln Thomaston Besides
windshield, received cuts and bruises
extreme and look as though
-by “Movie Spotlight”
_
Miss Dora Landers was pleasantly
her son. she leaves several cousins,
about
the
head,
but
the
other
occu

they "Just happened.”
/IIWV
surprised with a shower of gifts,
among whom are Mrs. Edna Warren
• • • •
pants were uninjured, except for a
flowers and post cards, ln honor of
of
Arlington, Mass., and Clinton
PLANT LITTLE GROUPS of
bad shaking up.
her recent birthday anniversary.
flve or six gladioli through your
Somes of that place.
Radios
here
were
tuned
ln
Saturday
garden. Do this in May or June
Commander Allston entertained
morning on WLBZ when the local
aa you find little unexpected
the American legion Wednesday
MONHEGAN
Methodist
Church
furnished
the
pro

bare spots In your garden.
EicjliT Bills
night at hls home. A baked bean
• * • •
gram from 8 30 to 8.45. Two selec
IF YOU ALLOW the exposed
Irvin Stanley of Rockland Is visit
tions "What did He do" and "The supper was served by Clinton Teele.
The eye looks up from below; why not the camera!
HELL-sHlP MORGAN'
roots of your plants and shrubs
ing hls daughter Mrs. Myra Orne for
Wondrous Story" were sung by the H. A. Townsend and Joseph Headley.
to become dry they will Inevi
The senior class of Vinaihaven
ONSIDER
the worm and hls wholly because of the position from
a week.
church quartet, Ernest Crockett. Ro
tably die. If you cannot set
High School will hold a public supper
viewpoint—he’s In on the ground which it Is taken. To get a similar
yt
l
s
BlSCflU
Josephine
Davis
has
been
spending
land
Richards.
Maurice
Miller
and
them out as soon as received.'
picture the camera should be held
floor.
a few days in Portland and Thomas
Mrs. Amy Miller, and a solo "The Friday tn Union Church vestry at
be sure that they are kept well
Viewpoint means much, and Is an about eight inches from the ground
5
30.
Tickets
are
on
sale
by
mem

watered.
Oarden of Prayer" by Rev. Forrest F.
ton.
Important factor In picture making. with the golf ball far enough away
• • • •
Walter Simmons passed the week
Fowle, accompanied by Miss Mattie bers of the class.
It has much to do with the perspec to assure good focus A very small
PROPER FOUNDATION plant
end at hls home In Thomaston.
Russell. Mr. Fowle also gave a brief These services will be conducted at
tive we get In pictures. If the per lens opening should be used and the
ing is very important for it can
William Stanley has been on a
talk on the gTeat commandment “Love Latter Day Saints Church Sunday:
spective Is not pleasing to the eye exposure timed accordingly. This,
make the small house look lar
business trip to Boothbay Harbor and
One Another." The program closed At 10 a. m. church school; prayer
It will not be pleasing in the picture, after all, is a faithful rendering ot
ger and soften tbe bigness of
and if the effect aa seen from the the perspective that the eye sees
with the chorus "Make 8omebody service at 11; preaching at 2.30
Rockland
the large house.
speaker.
Ralph
Candage;
at
7
• • • •
viewpoint of the camera lens Is odd from this lens viewpoint. Similarly
Happy Today.”
Ttoe Happy Hour Club met with
or startling It will be recorded Just with the shot of the men and the
SOME FARMERS follow tbe
preaching
by
Gerald
C.
Webb
All
The Johnson Society will serve a
Mrs Douglas White recently.
derrick atop the new building.
so in the picture.
tbe fruit trees for time of plant
services
wlll
be
ln
commemoration
of
School Is closed for two weeks' va
public supper Wednesday at the
Try a number of worm's-eye
While
distortion
ls
to
be
avoided
ing. When the peach buds be
the 100th dedication of Kirtland
FZc&rJory)
qrtaiist
thrill
views,
some bird's-eye views (even
Methodist
Vestry.
cation.
Miss
Helen
Davis,
the
teach

In
the
truly
artistic
photograph.
It
gin to swell plant peas, radishes,
was catching a 4+ dx. trout
A neat sum was realized from the (Ohio) Temple.
er. ts visiting her sister and aunt ln
Is possible to obtain many Inter a slight elevation will give the lat
lettuce, onion sets, carrots and
Public schools closed Friday for thc
which took 22 minutes to
esting shots from unusual points of ter effect) and. shall we say. some
turnips.
Trytohelp Club musical revue "Grand
Massachusetts.
• • • •
Easter
vacation
of
two
weeks.
view, even though the perspective cross-eyed views or snaps from odd
Land
with
a
flu
ma's Memories" which was presented
A family party was held Sunday
WHEN THE apple blossoms be- I Friday night at the West Rockport
be a bit violent. Expert photograph angles. Many of them probably will
night
at
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Banes
Stan

(ftortfa Bancroft possesses
gin to come out, plant corn,
ers are today seeking and finding be of no value, until you hare been
Church. Preceding the entertain
ley’s home. Ice cream and cake were
NORTH WARREN
beans, pumpkins, melons and
new angles from which to make taught by experience to see the
ment the church served a public sup
primiiidt. weapons used, uv
served.
squash. When tbe petals fall
their pictures and for the most most effective combination of angle
per which was well patronized.
sewages erf Central and South
The Sewsomknltsome Club met re
plant tomatoes, peppers and
part the results are pleasing as well nnd subject for a given picture.
Water, bad bridges and mud form I
eggplants.
as attractive and unusual. Many Doubtless Ihe most of them will be
America., tht Malag Straits
cently with Mrs. Ida Partridge.
the topic for conversation here. Thc i
• « • •
amateurs
are also finding a new criticized as crazy looking, but. after
and.
China..
Mr.
and
Mrs
Ernest
Wincapaw
are
Fuller bridge has been repaired and
THE BEST TIME to transplant
Interest
tn
picture making from this all, what does It matter? The an
WE BUY
making a longer stay ln Rockland
the waters are receding somewhat,
Lilacs ls in tbe fall. Do not let
effort to get something different swer Is that you were after some
than they expected.
but transportation is best by air
your Lilacs blossom tbe first
They, too, are "shooting” from poet thing uncommon, startling, weird
or fantastic, and you got It. You
E. H Wallace has returned from a
year after transplanting. Pick
plane.
tions that are daring und new.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
off tbe flower bud and they will
few days' visit ln Rockland
May a worm look at a golf ball’ will flnd experiments in this sort
White Oak Grange meeting has
JEWELER
flower much better later on.
r
A worm’s-eye-vlew picture like the of picture taking of fascinating in
Alfred Stanley and Sherman Stan
been postponed to Saturday owing to
370 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
JOHN VAN GUILDER.
one above Is dramatic aud unusual terest.
ley found a nice Easter present the
the difficult traveling.
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FAMED NEW ORLEANS
MARKET MUST MOVE

“SOCONY BURNING OIL
GIVES MORE HEAT-

f

Soconv burning oil will make your kitchen
range easier to cook on. It gives you a hot
ter flame. And it burns evenly—without
smoke or smudge. For prompt delivery

••• iSrk.-

CALL 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY. INC.

FOODS. FACTS-'FOIBLES
litr*

Lsf

' JXHip

THE MICROSCOPE REVEALS ON

EACH SCALE OF EVERY SALMON,

WELSH RABBIT IS THE OLDEST

TINY RIDGES THAT SHOW HOW

COOKED CHEESE DISH

LONC AND HOW OFTEN THE

KNOWN TO THE ENCLISH-

FISH STAYED IN FRESH WATER

SPEAKING PEOPLE. IT IS

STREAMS, AND IN THE BRINY

THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN

OCEAN. DOTH ARE REQUIRED

NAMED'RABBIT’BY A WELSH

FOR SALMON

CHIEFTAIN WHO SUBSTITUTED

DEVELOPMENT.

IT FOR A GAME COURSE.

IN SOME CASES, EVEN THE
VERY RIVER FROM WHICH IT

CAME IS TOLD BY THE RIDGES.

THE FIRST CARAMELS WERE
EVOLVED FROM SUGAR AND
WATER IN AN ATTEMPT TO

VECETAflLES WERE UNKNOWN

PRESERVE VIOLETS AND ROSE

PETALS. LATER.THEY BECAME

IN ENGLISH COOKERY UNTIL THE

A CONFECTION MADE WITH

14T-» CENTURY. HENRY THE

MILK. THE MORE MILK ADDED,

EIGHTH HAD NEITHER SALAD,

THE BETTER THE CARAMELS.

CARROTS, CABBAGES. OR

RADISHES.

Famous Gourmets

or History

MARK ANTONY

-»

ROASTED EIGHT,
CM

boars for
DINNER.

re-y 76
J •.

A

RYTEX TWEED-WEAVE
LIGHT BLUE

PRINTED STATIONERY
Here’s a stationery value that has everything!
Fine quality Tweed-Weave paper in an ex
quisite Blue-grey rolor—printing on sheets and
envelopes, and—note the quantity!

200 SINGLE SHEETS
6x7 inches

TOO ENVELOPES

100 MONARCH SHEETS
7x10 li Inches

Postage

10c
Extra

TOO ENVELOPES
C

Printed with your Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue or Blark ink.

t*

March Only! Buy a supply now- for future
use while it is priced so amazingly low.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

HARD TO BELIEVE

Washington.—To the old French
market on New Orleans’ water
front, the river has given much.
And now the river Is taking away.
In order to handle the shifty yellow
Mississippi In Its S-curves about
the city the levee must be moved
back and the French market must
move over to make room. It will
be renovated at tbe same time,
substituting tbe odor of damp con
crete for the odors of sanctity and
fish and vegetables of almost a cen
tury and a half.
“In Its sundrenched space be
tween tbe city and the Mlaslasippl.
the old French market Is a mellow
symbol of a vanishing era," says
the National Geographic society.
“Brilliant colors smoulder ln Its
deep shade, luring visitors for a
pleasant cup of coffee as well as
the sterner business of buying and
selling foodstuffs.
Market Datot From 1799.
"The market sprawls over three
blocks, a Jungle ot awulnged stalls,
plies of crates, and white-tiled
booths, astir with the slow amble
ot chatting shoppers. Covered ban
quettes, or sidewalks, are littered
with the overflow of Informal mer
chants whose only wares are a few
baskets of fruit or vegetables
spread around them on table or
ground.
“On one tide lie dreary smudges
of railroad tracks, and then the
Mississippi, here treacherous, yel
low, and muddy, with Its shutting
ferries and moored sea going ves
sels. Cityward Its neighbors are
the statuary of Jackson square, the
lronbalconled Pontalba apartments,
tbe Cablldo In which Louisiana was
formally transferred to tbe United
States ln ISOS, and the tranquillity
of St. Mary’s church and the Con
vent of the Ursulines.
’“The market has a fascinating
history. It was built under a Span
ish governor ln 1793. for tbe elegant
Creole population of Nouvelle Or
leans. mainly pure-blooded French
and Spanish born ln America. A
hurricane destroyed tbe original
structure, but in 1813 Its rebuilding
as a meat market began under thc
United States government, with
enough French patronage still to
give the new structure a French
name: Halle des Boucheries.
“In a few years the market cov
ered an adjacent block, dedicated to
vegetables, and later still a third,
for fish. Thus the area between St.
Ann street and Ursuline street be
came honeycombed with white-tiled
cubicles and their delectable stores
of Louisiana's products.
“A coffee shop In the French mar
ket modestly claims tbe honor of
having Instituted the universal cus
tom ln New Orleans of stopping dur
ing business and after pleasure for
a cup of thick black drip coffee. Now
many coffee stalls offer the popular
Creole beverage with a delicate sea
soning of chicory, and their tiny
oll-cloth-covered tables are a pop
ular pastime with visitors and an
established habit with residents.
Many Noted Visitors.
“In Its patrons as well as In Its
history the French market has In
ternational alliances. Andrew Jackson and the pirate I-afltte are said
to have stalked across its sawdustcovered flagstones. Adelina Patti,
after making her first American ap
pearance at New Orleans’ French
opera house, took a keen Interest In
delicacies of Creole cooking, deli
cacies which the French market
supplied. Audubon, on hts second
day In the city ln 1821, found hls
way to the bird sellers in the French
market and lamented that such a
great array had been killed. Surely
the coffee shops knew Mark Twain,
O. Henry. George Washington Cable,
W. M. Thackeray, Lafcadlo Hearn,
nnd others seeking to fathom Creole
secrets.
"Barer now are Indian women of
fering bunches of dried and fresh
herbs. Italians, both men and wom
en, predominate among the venders.
Farmers and share-croppers, black
and white, sit stolidly by crates or
baskets of their produce, or outside
lean wistfully over the lowered talltxinrds of their wagons or trucks.
“Most attentive to tbe displays
are negro women, heads swathed In
the tlgnon, or bright bandanna, who
carry big market baskets or shop
ping bags to fill for their 'white
folks.' To encourage them as reg
ular customers, merchants offer
them lagniappe, or a little bonus,
on transactions.
"A tour through the French mar
ket Is a visit to Louisiana’s own
Informal natural history museum,
with all the state's flora and fauna
on parade in rich profusion and
amiable disarray. Visitors and resi
dents alike hope that the remod
eled market will carry on the culin
ary traditions of the market of old.”
Defend* Lowly Coat

Beading, I’a.—Stories und pictures
representing the goat ns a playful
animal are resented by George
Benz, vice president of the Delaware
Valley Milk Goat association.
“Milk goats must be cared for as
carefully as dairy cows,’’ Benz said,
“and lf this Is done they become val
uable, productive, docile and Inoffen
sive animals.
“The goat Is much more Intelli
gent than the cow.”

It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads

in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
frequently received to one advertisement.

In Practical Duties ol Housewives

,

Forced to Make Room for
the Mississippi River.

... Keeps Kitchens Clean!”

VINALHAVEN
The Stanley C. Boynton Co. will
i start its regular scheduled trips to
1 the islands on or about April 15th.
j Watch this column for schedules and
opening date—adv.

Legal Notice

Atlantic City Girls Get Training

Since the girls in the food trade
and beauty shop courses wear uni
forms, the garments must be kept
in immaculate condition. The linens
from the tea room, cafeteria and
beauty shop must be washed daily.
So that the students will learn to
TUDENTS ln the Monterey Ave give all such articles proper care,
nue Girls' Vocational School, a the school authorities Installed a
trade Institution operated by thelaundry equipped with household
Atlantic City. N. J. Board of Edu washers and ironers, where the
ration, receive practical education girls cleanse wearing apparel and
In a combination of trade and linens under typical American home
household courses that fits them for conditions.
after-life In business or in tbe home.
“This has proved very successful
There are art. commercial, food both from the standpoint of teachtrades, general industrial and lng and from the practical results
beauty culture courses, the whole we have achieved.” says Mildred
curriculum meeting the require Johnson, principal of the girls’
ments of the Smith-Hughes Law. school.

S

Would You Be the Height of Style?
Then Assemble A Wardrobe of Cotton
OWLY

cotton

blossoms

Into

low budgets”
Lagain."highOncestylett forfashioned
house

dresses and kitchen curtains, now
tt makes American women glamor
ous and chic for every occasion.
The sports dance frock shown
here Is good evidence. It ls hand
some and becoming, and yet it is
made of nothing more or less than
whits waffle pique, and Its trimming
is white rick-rack braid!
For evening or day occasions
there are novel floral print cottons
Designs and ensembles are marked
by such unique color combinations
aa burgundy and powder blue, gold
and russet. turquoise blue and vio
let, dusty pink and navy blue.
A navy blue sports dress gets Its
additional color from scarlet but
tons. A burgundy dotted swisa has
a blue belt. A coral scarf is used
with a tailored cotton suit of tur
quoise. A tea rose cotton lace drees
has deep purple lacings and crys
tal belt buckle.
Skirts on the new daytime dres
ses are definitely shorter. Waist
lines are slightly higher. Suit lapels
are large. Shoulder ties and high
Chinese collars are other “upward"
accents.
No matter how elaborate the new
co«tumes you buy or make, the
care of them will be the least of
your worries. They are ao easily
cleansed in the family washing ma
chine that lt never ls a matter of
more than a few moments lo have
a fresh, sptc-and-span outfit ready
by a quick plunge Into the swishing
suds, a rinse, drying In tbe sweet, |
clean, open air and a quick finish-K
lng with the ironer, for these at-S
tractive fabrics Iron as well as they”
wash.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Charier S. Hall of Rockland
and Maude Hall ot 8outh Thomaston,
both In the County of Knox and State
of Maine, sole heir* at law of Susan E.
Hall, late ol said South Thomaston
deceased, by their Mortgage Deed dated
the twentieth dav of November. 1931.
ar.d recorded ln Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 231, Page 90. conveyed
to the Rockland National Bank, a
National banking corporation having Its
! location at said Pocltland the “Point
( Farm." so called. In said South Thomas
ton. situated on thc West side of the
Weskeag river, nni its mouth, being
formerly the homestead farm of Israel
Snow, late of Rockland, deceased, con
taining one hundred and three (103)
acres or thereabouts.
Also "Spalding Island." so called.
tying on the East side of the Weskeag
River, near Its mouth, containing
twenty (20) acres, more or less This
Island Is located ln the Town of Owl s
Head.
The foregoing parcels comprise all the
real estate ln South Thomaston of
which said Israel Snow died seized.
See deed of Elvira P T Newman, et
als. to Susan E Hall, dated July 1st.
1875. and recorded In Knox Registry ol
Deeds. Book 39. Page 396.
And whereas, the condition of said
Moitgage has been broken, now there
fore. by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof. I. Edward C Payson,
tn my capacity as Receiver of the said
Rockland National Bank, and hereto
duly authorized, hereby claim a fore
closure of said Mortgage.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this
thirteenth day of March. 1936
(Signed) EDWARD C PAYSON
Receiver of the Rockland National
Bank.
33cT-39

Sleek

Trim

NOTICE
WHEREAS. Sarah B Pinkham of
Union in the County of Knox and
State of Maine, by ber Mortgage Dt >d
dated the eleventh day of January. A. D
1934. and recorded tn the Knox County
Registry of Deeds. Book 234 Page 454.
conveyed to me the undersigned.
One certain lot or parcel of land to
gether swlth the building., thereon,
located in aald Union ar.d described
as follows Near Union Common on
the road runnu.:
. irom the
Common across the bridge over
Oeorges River. The store, house
ar.d lot on which the same are
located lying north of said road,
westerly and northerly by said
Oeorges River; northerly and easter
ly by land cl Nancy Mur e and are
the store and premises occupied by
the Grantor a* store and dwelling
house;
and whereas the condition of said mort
gage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of thc
breach of the condition thereof I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twenty-third day of March.
A D. 1936
OSCAR W CARROLL
36-T-4-?

Tailored

Advertisements ln this column not to
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
HAY for sale. 10 tons, good quality,
10 cents for three times. Six words I early cut. CHARLES 8. COUGHLIN. 139
make a line.
1 Rankin St. Tel. 1053-M
35*37

• LOST AND FOUND !
dt***«.«.*****«.***|S
DORY, painted drab. 2 rings ln each
end. lost fn storm Finder rewarded for
trouble JAMKS YOUNG, Thomaston.
Tel. 189-2.
34-38
SMALL zipper pocket-book lost. Satur
day evening on road to St. Oeorge Rtward. Tel. 770.
3-1*38
NOTICE- Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 2305 and the
owner of said book asks for duplicate
In accordance with the provision of the
I State Law SECURITY TRUST CO.
36-T-42
- ENSIGN OTIS. RECEIVER

Lass

PBING SUITS for tbe ladles are
borrowing all kinds ot tricks
from the men. They are mantailored. of man's wear fabrics, with
vests, lapels, and handkerchief
pockets. They are the latest and
tbe most exciting news In tbe fash
ion world. Above, te a lady ready
for Easter ln ber new spring suit
designed by Creed of Paris. It Is
of black men’s suiting with three
button front, but notice that she
only fastens her lop button—an
other steal trom tbe men.
Underneath her suit she Is trim appenranee of the suit ls ruined If
ly tailored too. ln a Le Gant girdle the back Is not smooth and flat
of lastex batiste. The front panel The success of tbe suit depends
has a tailored lace trim. The sides upon tbe fit of the foundation gar
are two-way stretch to Insure com ment Tbe A'lure bra Is made of
fort and a smooth hlpllne. The lastex batiste and because of tbs
back panel stretches only up and stretch tt clings to tbe figure but
down thus flattening tbe line ln lt does not bind. These underthlngs
tbe back and. of course there are are as comfortable aa they are mod
no bones tn tbe back panel to show- ern—its tnsdern aa tbe Ilomburg
under a tightly fitted suit skirt. bar. vrltb veil, the suit, and tbe
This ts very important because the; ucceszoriqf.

S

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

.

CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO., cus
tom mnde suits, overcoats *18 to 850.
Will call at your home or office. 400
samples to select from. A perfect fit
guaranteed Tel. 435-J. H. P. FOWLIE.
2 Orange St, Rockland.
36*38-tf
RESIDENCE at 4 Free St. Camden for
sale. 10 rooms and bath, two car garage,
three-ftfth acre land. Bargain lf sold at
once. LEROY 8. ALLEY. East Union.
_ ________________
34*38
THE late Frank Clark place. High 8t.
Thomaston. Me. Tel. 150-11, C. A. VOSE.
Thomaston. Me.
33-33

I
j A three-piece wicker set ln excellent
1 condition for sale, priced right. Call
I Wl-B.
36-38
I
A hen-pen. 12x30. for sale, also a
f rigidaire Price reasonable lf sold at
onoe. Tel forenoons 381-J.
36-38
SOLID MAHOGANY buffet and gilt
Colonial mirror for sale. MRS M R
PILLSBURY, Tel 287-J.
36-38
TWO section spike harrow with tilt
ing
lever
for
sale,
also
a
No
3
Kelley
M*****«»*-a-****«-it plow, a 2-horse grocery pole and whlfHEAVY buffalo hoop shave, also uted fletree. two live goose feather beds, a
stoves, C E OROTTON. 138 Camden lelgh with new upholstery and to let. a
36-38 6-tow pasture for the season. Price
street Tei. 1214-M
■ casonable. J. L. LENFEST. Union. Me
Apply
_________________________________ 36-38
Sportwear Co., Rockland,. Tel 742
34-38
HAY for sale, early cut. extra quality.
910 cash at barn. CHAS. PI1RAINEN
ATTENTION—Young man 21-30. wil West
Main 8t. Thomaston.
34*56
ling to work hard for good pay. No
-xperlence but fair education and car
ONE 1989 Chevrolet Hi ton. One 1928
necessary Apply Monday from 3 to 5 OM c 2 ton. Trucks for sale good trades
p nt MR YOUNO. Hotel Rockland
Tel. 4-4. A. L PERRY. Warren.
34*36
_________________________________ 36-38
COAL-WOOD-COKE; dry hard wood.
EXPERIENCED stitchers on power 910 cord. 81.25 ft. Furnace Junks 81 25 tt
machines wanted at once MODERN Tel. 84-2 Thomaston J. B PAULSEN
SPORTWEAR CO.. Tel. 742. Rockland
32-tf
_________________________________ 36-38
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
MAN OR WOMAN supply customers fitted. 89; Junks. 89; soft wood and
with famous Watkins Product* ln Rock slabs. 87; kindlings. T. J. CARROLL.
land and nearby rural locality No In R F. D. Thomaston, Tel. 263-21 flockvestment. Business established, earn land._____________________________ 27-tf
ings average 925 weekly, pay starts im
WALNUT dining room set for sale six
mediately. Write J R WATKINS CO . chairs,
table and buffet. Inquire of
231-51 Johnson Ave.. Newark. N. J.
MRS
J. F. BURGESS. Tel. 649-W. City
38* lt
31*36
PARTY wishes to buy a gander, or sell
modern cottage on Oeorges River
a goose FREDERICK MONROE. So. atFINE
Wallston.
11
acres,
fine
bathing.
Thomaston
35-lt bedrooms. Price right. A C. Hocking4
MEN WANTED tor Rawlelgh Routes of T»l. 31-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31.
16-tf
800 families. Reliable hustler should
POWER cider press for sale, complete
start earning 125 weekly and Increase with
motor
and
shafting
O
W
MAY
rapidly
Write
today.
RAW LEIGH HEW. Camden.
26*37
DEPT MEC-73-S. Albany. N Y
33*35
RAW1XIOH ROUTES OPEN for re
liable Men. Oood profits for hustlers
Old established company
No experi
ence necessary
Pleasant, profitable,
dignified work
Write today. RAWl.EIOH. DEPT MEC-73-P, Albany. N Y
36*38
A NEW 7 room house to let. electric
lights, at Ingraham Hill Inquire 34
Main St.. Thomaston. MARTIN LEONARD_______ ____________________ 34’36
THREE tenements to let at ft"-. Main
St J H MELVIN, Tel 273-W 31 Gay
St
_________________________ 3S tf
LADIES—Reliable hair good* at Rock
MODERN apartment to let at 80
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order* Pleesantstreet Sunporeh and garage.
solicited H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-1
wired for eleckrlc stove Tel 958_________________________________ 27-tf
36-38
NOTICE—This ls to notify all per ions
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated
that I wlll pay no bills after thl* date apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
tontracted by my wife. Katie M Sex- ay. ________ __________________
34*36
JAMES A SEAVEY. Rockland. March 74.
TWO house* to let. 1 large and 1 small.
1936
36 33
on Rockland street D SHAFTER IS
Rockland street Te! 888__________ 35-tf
THREE apartments to let. 1 upstair* I
THOMASTON
downstairs. 1 furnished MRS LEOLA
ROSE. Cor, Grove and Union atreet*

1

WANTED

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Hugo Lehtlnen. Jr . of St
Oeorge ln the County ol Knox and State
of Maine, by hls Mortgage Deed dated
the twenty-seventh day of August. 1931.
I and recorded ln Knox County Registry
I of Deeds. Book 228. Page 515. conveyed to
the Rockland National Bank, a National
bsnklng corporation having Its loca| tion at Rockland ln the County of Knox
and State of Maine, a certain lot or
parcel of land with the buildings thereI on. situated In the village of Long Cove.
In the town of Saint Oeorge bounded
and described as follows to wit:- BE' OINN1NO at the Nortb aide of the road
ler.nlng from Long Cove Granite Quarry
towards Long Cove Post Office at the
South East corner bound of land of
Ansel Lamplnen; then-e North thirtyfour degrees West one hundred twentylive feel to a etake; thence East -Ixtyfoui degrees South, one hundred feet to
a stake: thence South thirty-four de
grees East, one hundred and twenty-five
feet to a stake; thence West slxty-four
degrees North one hundred feet to the
place of beginning.
See deed of Hugo Lehtlnen Sr. to
Hugo Lehtlnen Jr . dated this day to be
recorded
And whereas, the condition of said
Mortgage has been broken, now there
fore. by reason of thc breach of the
condition thereof. I. Edward C Payson,
In my capacity as Receiver ot the said
! Rockland National Bank, and hereto
i duly authorized, hereby claim a fore| cloture of said Mortgage
I Dated at Rockland. Maine, this
twenty-third day of March. 1936
I Signed I EDWARD C PAYBON
Receiver cf tlx? Rockland National
I Bank
36-T-42

Boy Meets Girl This Spring,
A

In Everybody’s Column

W*»************^

TO LET

!(******«, — — *****^

♦ ’ MISCELLANEOUS ♦
n***********«**w

■
i
'

NOTICE
Whereas. Naomi H Bos-a. formerly ;
Naomi H Oay of Friendship In the
County of Knox and State ot Maine, by ;
her mortgage deed dated April II. 1934.
and recorded ln the Knox County
Registry of Deeds. Book No 241. Page 13.
conveyed to Home Owners' Loan
Corporation, a corporation duly estab
lished under the laws of the United
States of America, and having its of
fice and principal place of business In
Wsshlneton. D. C :
' the following described real estate,
situated In Friendship, ln the Coun
ty of Knox and State of Maine:
A eertaln lot or parcel of land, to
gether with all the buildings there
on. situate ln Friendship aforesaid,
on both sides of the road leading
from the brick school house to
Hatchet Cove, so-called, known as
the James Condon place and con
taining formerly about one hundred
twenty (1201 acres of land, and being
the same premises conveyed by
Oliver Mor«e to James Condon afore
said. March 20. A D 1829. and re
corded In Lincoln Registry of Deeds.
December 28. 1850. In Book 151. Page
165; excepting, however sc much
thereof as was conveyed by Roscoe
H Mitchell during the time that he
was owner of said pteml-es. as
shown by the records ln the Registry
of Deeds ln Knox County
The above-described premises are
the same conveyed by Rodney I.
Thompson. Administrator of the
Estate of Roscoe H Mitchell to
Charles E. Carter, by Administra
tor's Deed, dated October 25. 1913.
lecorded ln Knox County Registry
of Deeds. Book 103. Page 524. the
raid Charles E Carter having con
veyed the above premises to Naomi
H Bos-a by the name of Naomi H
Gay. by Warranty Deed dated
October 1. 1621. recorded ln said 1
Knox County Registry. Book 191
Page 215 reference being made to
all of said deeds for a more parti
cular dec rip tion of the premise*
hereby conveyed "
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken; now. there
fore. by reason of the breach of the
condltiot.s thereof the said Home Own
ers' Loan Corporation, owner of said
mbrtgage. by Edgar F Corliss. Its at
torney duly authorized, hereby claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated this nineteenth day of March
193C.
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORP
By Edgar F Corliss. Its Attorney.
36-T-42

Frank B. Hills, (ormerly of this
FURNISHED tenement to let. all
town, who has been making his home modern, hot water heat, nice and warm,
rent
at FLOYD SHAW'8 47
since September with hls niece. Mrs. Northreaaorable.
M*ln St. Tel 422-R
28-tf
Harr}- C. Bragdon of Derry, N H. it
TENEMENT to let 7 room* and bath
free water 81850 V F STUDLEY 330
critically ill.
Foss House or 283 Main street
31-tf
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
EIGHT room tenement with modern
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon to conveniences at 11 Union St. AddIv
LAWRENCE MIL1KR. 26 Rankin street.
27-tl
knot a quilt. Supper will be served Tel 692-M
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792
at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. Cora Winchenbach of Waldo
TWO apartmenta of 4 and 5 roomi
bath, heater, garage and garder
boro ls a visitor at the heme of Mrs. with
Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W
27-tl
Annie Rcbbins.
HOUSE of six rooms for rent. rec*ntlj
renovated, furnished or unfurnished a
The digging for the Beechwoods I Spruce
Head Plenty of rirewood 'or th<
street sewer has been completed, j rutting Rent reasonable TEL R“»CK
LAND 793-W. after 4 p. m.
123*tl
Manholes will be placed this spring.
The town warrant which contains
33 articles has been posted in the j
postoffice corridor.
Capt and Mrs. James E. Creighton, '•‘'•‘'•>*******s**«>s«>*«>*«s<«ss*>«.||
arrived home Saturday from a win- I
ter's stay in Miami. Fla.
Mrs. Earl F. Starrett who has becn |
confined to the house with a severe
cold, was out Sunday.
The Community Brotherhood has
supper at 6.30 tonight Mr. Winslow
of Rockland will substitute as guest
speaker for Rev. H. I. Holt, who is ill.
Grace Chapter. O.E.S., meets Wed
BARRED-ROCK and R. I. Red Chlct
nesday night, supper to be served at from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to la
large numbers of large eggs.
Ever;
630. ln charge of Ann Day, Helen breeder. State accredited pullorut
Ha!lowell, Dorothy Libby and Lena clean Write for open dates. FO6TE
D JAMESON. Waldoboro. Me.
27-1
Delano. Initiation will tak* place in
BIO HUSKY CHICKS FROM PUI
IORUM
tested
flock*
White
rocks
|1
the evening with Rockport Chapter
Rede 311 per 100 Discount on larg
os special guests.
orders. 100'; live delivery guarantee!

EGGS AND CHICKS•

SUN UNDERWRITERS INS. CO.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Stock* and Bonds .......... — .81358 499
Cash ln Office and Bank ___ 230.365
Annts' p.alvnees ........ ....... .
89 981
Interest and Rents .............
8.940
.Ul other Assets ................. —
1.486

Tel 33-11. Quality chick farm. V 1
WOODMAN. Winterport. Me
32*1
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R. I.
Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O.
44 NELSON 310 Llmerock 8t. Tel. 714-W
73 _____________________________
27 df
01
FOUL l'RY wanted 1. POUST. 138
581 Llmerock
street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W.
12
27-tf

Gross Assets .......... ........... gl .689272 88
8. C. R. I. Red babv chicks. Malt
Items not admitted . ............ 162.054 97 Pullorum clean. Foundation stock fro
strain that Is famous In the egg layli
Admitted ------ --------- -----*1.527.217 91 contest*. Eggs Incubated and chlcl
hatched separate compartmenta.
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
past records indicate anything as
Net Unpaid Losses ________ 851.211 00 future performance, we may belle
Unearned Premiums ..... . .. 422.142 80 that these chickens, when mature, w
All tXher Liabilities .............
72.957 72 prove prolific layers of large eggs, hen
Cash Capital ............... .......... 600 000 00 profitable. Price* on request E
Surplus over Liabilities ........ 380 906 39 TEAOUE. Tel. 13-42. Warren.
19Total Llabllltl*s and Surplus 81.527.217 91
ROBERT U COLLINS. Agent
Rockland.
Knox Countv
36-T-42
U. S. URANCH SUN INS. OFFICE Ltd.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1935
Stocks and Bonds .................85.919 051 30
Cash 1.1 Oltus and Bank ...... 60»5!4 20
Agents' Balances ............ ..... 714,?<'i 50
Interest and Rents ...............
32 517 01
All other Assets .................... 348.329 44

Gross Assets .........
Items not admitted

..........87.024 17.0 54
.......... 206.291 57

Admitted ....... ................... 47.417.828 57
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ............... 8527.021 00
Unearned Premiums ....... —. 3.183.996 71
, All other Liabilities ........... 322.301 26
Statutory Deposit ................. 400 000 00
I Surplus over Liabilities ...... 2.984 509 60

imtmgg'jy

REDS. Sired by pedigreed males.
Heavy layers, grow fast, feather
well Pullorum Clean. 30 years ex
perience. Oet our Catalogue. We
give free feed on orders three weeks
tn advance. We use Shenandoah
wood burning brooder stoves;
ample beat for coldest weather,
cost less to run and tak? less care
than coal brooders
Burn green
wood. Ask for information and
prices.

CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
R F D. No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE

! Total Llabllltlr* and Surplus 97.417.828 57
ARTHUR L. ORNE. INC.. Agents
| Rockland.
Knox County
36-T-42

usca car otters utc
best performance and
value can be discovered
by scanning the Clas
sified columns of

The
Courier-Gazette

DAY OLD CHICKS for tale, also
one week old and two weeks old
chltks all from Pure Bred Mood
Tested, Heavy Laying Breeding
Stock. Our Rhode Island Red
Chicks are the best money can
buy and come from the largest
Red Farm In the East, containing
40.(100 Breeders. We sell all breeds
and rotors at greatly reduced
prices. Day olds tor ea., week
old 13c ea., two weeks old 18c ea.
Parcel Po*t Prepaid to any ad
dress ln Maine. Hee our cnleka
ln our Eleetrlr Battery Brooders
3.000 to select Irom. Improve your
Dorks and save money besides.
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
13% discount during Jan. and
Feb. Call, write or phnne for
Catalogue STOVER'S, Rockland
88 Park St. Phone 1200.
14-tf
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Every-Other-Day

Thirty-two [
Chapters have already contributed to ,
Annual Conference Is Cov the Farm, including a valuable box 1
from Lady Knox Chapter. A strange !
ered Comprehensively By coincidence was the drawing of a
Rockland Chapter Regent Madison girl for the Ruth Bryan
Owen Pilgrimage to Washington
The Thirty-Eighth Annual Confer Twice In succession a Madison girl
John M. Gillis on his way from
In addition to personal cotea retard
ence of the State of Maine Organiza has won which necessitated the
ing departuies and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of Eastport where he has been employed ,
tion. D.A.R. came to a close Thurs adoption of a resolution which would
social happenings parties, musicals, ete. on thc Quoddy project to his home in !
day after a very profitable session. eliminate a re-occurrence. Nineteen
Notes sent by mall or telephone <111 be
North Haven, was weekend guest of!
gladly received.
Col. Dummer Sewall Chapter of Chapters were represented at this
TELEPHONE_____________ _ TW Ot IM Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sezak.
Bath proved a most delightful meeting with 144 present.
• • • •
hostess Chapter.
Among college students home for
Mrs. E. S. Levensaler who has been
The indomitable Revolutionary
A delicious banquet was served at
the annual Easter recess are Ted in Coc'oanut Grove, Fla., for the
spirit was quite evident when, at the the Y.M.CA. Tables were attractive
Ladd, Almon B. Cooper and Atwood winter is visiting Miss Mabel Spear
preliminary session Tuesday evening, with spring flowers, blue candles and
Levensaler, Frances McAlary, Robert and other friends ln Boston and
about 100 Daughters gathered, under blue menu cards. One hundred and
and Hervey Allen, Ellis Ramsdell, vicinity on the homeward Journey.
trying flood conditions, from all over 68 were present at this session, many
Russell Bartlett, Jr., Charles Havener,
the State. Six pages,, garbed in being delayed on account of flood
Richard Thomas, William Olover,
Miss Anne B. Blacktngton and her
white, and bearing the Colors conditions. The Dexter delegation
Maurice Duncan, Lucille Rankin and aunt, Mrs. Vina Ulmer, who have
ushered in the State and National arriving as soon as flooded highways
Rose Whitmore from University of been visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Officers, Official Guests and Hostess were passable, and at that, were
Maine. Joseph Emery Jr., from Graves ln Malden, Mass., the past
Regent. Following the Pledge of Al obliged to pass through two feet of
Andover Academy and Helen and week, returned Sunday.
“aren't they awfully loud?”
legiance, greetings were extended by water; another example of the In
Donna deRochemont from Colby.
’ During the onslaught of falling waters surging down
Mrs Harry Ring, regent Col. Dum domitable spirit characteristic of the
This
may
be
your
flrst
reaction
but
Rubinstein Club will have a guest
mer Sewall Chapter of Bath, ln her Daughters. Mrs. Oliver Hall of Ban
through community after community, A. & P. carried on.
Mrs. L. E. McRae gave a luncheon evening Friday at the Universalist
just wait until you've worn one of
usual charming manner, and by gor was elected 8tate registrar, to
party Saturday complimenting Miss vestry, each member to invite two
By air, by boat, by truck; by every possible means regard
these new numbers for one evening
Mayor Arthur Sewall.
fill the vacancy caused by Mrs
Beatrix Evers who is to be married guests. "Musical Maine” will be thc
and the paler faced shirts in your | Mrs Marcia Binford, State Regent, Charles Tefft of Ouilford Honorary
less of cost, A. &. P. kept its stores supplied.
Easter Monday. Miss Evers was subject of the program, with Mrs.
gave a most gracious response. Mrs. State regents were elected. With the
showered with gifts.
supply will have to look for some
Ruth E. Sanborn as chairman, and
Robert Hatch and Mrs. Fred Cary exception of the registrar, all officers
one else to pay their laundry bills.
compositions of musicians well
Now the flood picture turns to the dreary task of re
provided attractive musical numbers of the State organization were re
Mrs. L. B. Cook was hostess to known locally will be featured. The
during
the
session.
elected
to
serve
the
ensuing
two
T.H.E. Club last evening.
By Easter the town Is going to be
program promises to be of unusual
habilitation; to the wreck of lost homes; to the urgent job
The guest speaker was Mrs. Anne years.
Interest.
alive with rolor above the vest V
Snow of Rockland, president of
Herbert Bryant motored from
At 9 o’clock the Daughters gath
of restoring food and security to thousands of heroes and
.. . you can wait until then to see
Knox Memorial Association, who ered at the home of Mrs. Rupert
Round Pond yesterday and on his
Mrs. J. A. Jameson and Miss i
victims of New England's greatest disaster.
them in other windows ... or you
spoke Informally on ‘•Montpelier,’' Baxter where a reception was held in
return was accompanied by his aunt.
Carriir.c Jameson who started for
the
subject
so
dear
to
her
loyal
heart.
Miss Annie E. Ervine, who was week
honor
of
the
honorary
State
regents.
Boston Saturday morning were! ran run in tomorrow to Gregory's.
Her audience was Inspired with new In the receiving line were Mrs. Bax
end guest of Dr. and Mrs. John obliged to remain ir. Portland ovA- 1
A. & P. wilj carry on, as it has for over 77 ycars, to
enthusiasm to support Maine's great ter, Mrs. Ring, hostess regent. Mrs
Smith Lowe.
night due 'o interrupted transports- '
$2.00
historical shrine She stressed In Binford. State regent, honorary State
maintain lowest possible prices. A. & P. Stores will con
Mrs. John O. Stevens entertained tion service caused by flood conditions,
come for maintenance of the restored regents and State officers. A de
tinue to he serviced with a full line of needed foods and
Breakfast Bridge Club at 11:30 but leaclied their destination, Wo'.- |
mansion whose elegance is said to licious collation was served and the
Neckwear
picked
to
co

iaston, Mpss., Sunday.
breakfast yesterday.
overshadow that of Mt. Vernon. Daughters enjoyed a social hour.
everything humanly possible will be done to reach flood
At the closing session Thursday
Only by membership, paying guests
operate,
65c
to
$1.50
Mrs Nettie Nicholson, a member
Thimble Club sewed last night
stiicken ureas regardless of cost.
Important resolutions were
and profit from thc Home Industries six
of tho Rockland Rubinstein Club,
with Mrs. E. E. Knight as hostess.
adopted and Chapter regents pre
Department ls income secured.
will sing on a la-minute program at
Special B. V. D. Shorts and
• • • •
sented reports. Mary Dillingham
Vernon Beverage of North Haven 2.45 over WCSH tomorrow She wiJ
A. & P. assures you there will be no rising in food
Chapter of Lewsiton and Auburn in
Her
strong
plea
added
several
new
underwent a surgical operation at be accompanied by Mrs. Nettie
Shirts, 35c; 3 for $1.00
vited
the
Conference
(State)
to
be
members to the Association's list and
prices unless and not until the cost of food to A. & P. is
Knox Hospital yesterday.
Mrs. Averill of Rockland.
prompted many renewals which was held there next year Amariscoggin
Beverage and their son. Lawrence,
increased.
Chapter extended an invitation to
who is Just out of Knox Hospital
Mrs. G. C. Havener of Gloucester.
Nunn-Bush Shoes advance quite gratifying to her hungry heart. meet at Rumford for the fall meet
Her unceasing devotion was manifest
where he was operated on for ap Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Carrie
to $7.50 April 1st.
throughout the stirring address. ing.
pendicitis. are with Mayor and Mrs. I Waltz on Broadway.
The courtesy committee extended
From
a mere handful of loyal
L. A. Thurston.
-------thanks
to Mrs Ring in behalf of the
Daughters, and their untiring efforts
------1 Tonian Circle will meet at the
hostess chapter who had so delight
If
you
want
a
pair
for
$6.75
to
Inspire
loyalty
throughout
thc
- Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler , Universalist vestry Wednesday after
State and Nation, this great shrine fully entertained the State Confer
and children leave this week to make j circle supper
buy this week
'Jhftudic (‘Pacific ‘Jia (xnnpcuuj
has once more reared its stately ence.
their home at Cape Elizabeth. Mr.
-------Lady
head
and
they
will
not
stand
Idly
by
Those
In
attendance
from
Chandler who has been associated
Alphabet Class meets for study in
and see It uncared for in the future. Kr.ox Chapter were Mrs. Carl
with the McDougall-Ladd Insurance ; the class room at the Congregational
Mrs. Binford expressed ''Montpelier'' Snow. Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs
Company for the past few years will I vestry Wednesday at 4.
as the grandest achievement in the Helen Carlson. Mrs Mary Perr> Rich
now be with the General Finance ,
-------State
ot Maine Following the sing- j and—
Mrs. Donald Karl. Regent
Corporation, v.hose offices are In the J Junior Harmony Club studied
ing
cf
America
the
Beautiful,
the
Fidelity Building, Portland.
' operas at Its meeting Thursday and |
418 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
color bearers retired with their
METHEBESEC CLUB
-------( Miss Mary Bird conducted choral
charges entrain.
Chapin Class meets tonight at the practice on numbers to be used in
Fair skies smiled down upon the J-|as Fine Program, Discusses
apartments oi Mrs. G. L. St. Clair. tj,e annual open meeting at the
Daughters Wednesday and in spite
Next year'8 Study and Do architects ci todny. an architecture tombs; mosaics, pottery, statuary,
------. I Junior Federation. The club meets
FOLLOWS TIIE MUSE
Pleasant Valley Grange held a card Thursday at 6.30 at the home of
of threatening conditions nearly 200
that still receives serious study the found In Pompeian ruins; needle
ONE DAY ONLY
nates To Red Cross
party Friday night, with bridge
world over. Music, with practically work; interior decorations; bronze
Catherine Delano and members to , Amjd Capita,.s
Activities Mrs. assembled for thc opening session of
WEDNESDAY
honors going to Miss Susan Spear, take part in the program are: Geral
thc Conference. Several greetings The Methebesec Club's meeting all commonly used musical terms doors; gorgeous vestments used in
E.
C.
Moran.
Jr.,
Finds
Time
For
The
golden
voice yfliu've tnarvellec
Mrs. Clarence Wylie. Mrs. Frank Mc dine Norton, Dudley Hanie. Dorothy
were extended, among them being —
Thorndlke W3S of vlta, coming from that country, the devel religious ceremonies; books used in
Poetry Composition
Kinney, Mr. Wylie, Frank Fitzgerald, I
ol
is
on
the
silver screen!
_____
. thobe ot HtroId H Bourne 6t<te interest. Thirty-four members re- opment of the violin and organ, and religious services, done on parchment
Tibbetts, Peggy Havener, Barbara
and Mrs. O. Walter Kimball, and 83 Murray and Norma Havener.
The spring Issue of “Blue Moon ' Presldent cf 1,10 S A R
was the sponded to roll call. Among the few an astounding array of musical per in fadeless colors, all testifying to
honors to Mrs. Hazel Bartlett, Mrs j
° ____________________ j firsj time a StaU? presiden' ever i guests was Miss Annie E Ervine
.
_____
of- formers and writers which have led the Italian love for the beautiful
exquisite
poem from the
Robert Paul, Frederick Bartlett, and j Charles E Bicknell ls home from,; carriesf an
Irene shlrley Moran. and brought greetings. He conceded, in Ro(jnd pond an actlve and valued the world for many centuries. Law Art: The artists of Italy have In
_
____
____ _
*
— . of- and government.
Edward Tolman.
Circle supper the -Maine
The Venetian fluenced the art of all nations.
State Game
Farm
for a through
permission of9 the periodical i oil
aI1 hiimhloiiocc
,iumblcnes' lhat
lha^ tno
the Grmc
Sons worn
were mt,mber of (he fortnight Club
preceded play, with Mrs. Myron week's vacation.
a re-print Is given here:
not very active, and resting on thc,
t()wn
Mrs Mabel lRosc of government which contains valuable Medicine and surgery: The study of!
Young as rhairman.
! Daughter's laurels, knew that if any- Tenants Harbor was announced as a lessons in modern government; the leprosy and contagious diseases. In
--------PATIENCE IS BORN OF WAITING
thing ln the patriotic line was left( new member
Herbert Hall visited relatives '
ON the sea
political history of Italy furnishing vention: The stereoscope and magic
Mrs
Miss Margery Jackson, Mrs. Grace
No fudden swoop ot an Impending gill ; undone, the Daughters would take
Porthcomlng events of interest ln- I serious study, and the old Roman lantern, leading in valuable contribu
In Portland for the weekend
i^pons
Brtuks
the
monotony
ol
wave
and
sky.
Kirk. Mrs. Minnie Smith, and Mrs.
Only the windy water at the prow
care of It. Again he conceded honor cludcd: Mar;h 24 annual meeting of law still providing the basis of tions in electrical science, with the
Of barge and lugger slowly drifting by.
Evelyn St. Clair, representing the
to the Daughters for taking up thc (he
Hom<1 Department. modern law of today. Gardens: The important invention of wireless by
The Improvement Society of For-1
local American Legion Auxiliary, i
;•
chanter
OFS
south Nevcr the cry of en out-going bird.
work of marking Revolutionary Maine Federation of Women's Clubs, Renaissance gardens with their for Marconi.
Literature: Latin, the
motored to Wiscasset Saturday to at’ '
... P ,
__ ?.or ***_*
fi Xl DREflm
Thomaston, will hold a 15 cent party Nur any sound of spinning water heard graves when the Sons ceased to at Orono as a part of Farm and mal designs still serving as models, basis of all modern language, a series
And
never
a
seaman
putting
out
to
aea.
tend the meeting of the Third Dis/A
TOOmiKH
function in that capacity. Then he Home Week at University of Maine; and no where the subtle art of com of encyclopedias and philosophical
with bridge, monopoly, beano, pool, at
trict Council, Department of Maine.
'jjAe
with
know _______
a calm like thia, shared honors by announcing that
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William For sailors
bining
sunken
gardens,
statuary
and
studies,
leiding
in
lyric
poetry
with
May 8. Art Day, at Bowdoin College;
portends
Bradford C. Redonnet. attorney, of
HENRY
FONDA
Clement, Friday, March 27. Every White breakers dashing soon upon the , Congress finds when the D. A R. May 20-22, the annual spring meet falling water so developed. Arts and such examples as Dante. Petrarch
BIO8I
Wiscasset, gave a vital address on
rocks,
1
“
1
c
and
B
AR.
are
opposed
to
any
legis

one cordially Invited.
Better to keep ashore than make amend.',
OtOOOD FIKKIN8
ing of the Federation at Portland, crafts: Exquisite workmanship of and Boccaclo. Education; A leader,
l » H OSOOl
National Defense.
Refreshments
To widows of the lost that haunt the lation. lt is next to impossible to put
OiMcitd br JOHN aOAiWflt
with federated clubs of District 12 Iealian gems and cameos, Venetian especially in the feminine field.
docks.
were served during a social hour.
A Psndro S. Itrmt ftodutllce
lt across.
Mrs. Annie B. Dean of Portland
Many other points were also
glass, tapestries ln the Slstine Chapel
playing
hostess:
April
25.
Council
of
KKO-liADIO NCTUH
Patience la born of waiting on the sea.
spent the weekend with her parents. Who knows the way of spume and
for
which
Raphael
drew
the
figures,
brought
out,
and
naming
Italy
as
a
the General Federation at Miami,
There will be a public card party
squall.
A telegram of greetings was sent with the Florida Federation acting examples of jewelry from the €th leader among men and women, such
Mr. and Mrs. William Dean, Warren He never hopes for hls Immunity
THURSDAY ONLY
at Grand Army hall Wednesday
But answers, though It be hls final to the Massachusetts Conference as hostess: a very reasonable travel and 7th centuries found in Etruscan examples were cited as Benedict, St.
street.
afternoon under the auspices of
call.
which was in session at the same fee has been named for possible
Francis, St. Anthony ot Padua, CONVULSING CONFESSIONS!
Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, with
Mrs.
Moran
is
enjoying
her
season
tlmc
nt
Hote
,
Ktatler
,
n
MUs Harriet M. Howard is in ChestLorenzo de Medici, Napoleon, Pope EXCRUCIATING EXPOSURES!
Mrs Nellie Achom in charge. Play nut Hill. Boston, where she Ls em-' in Washington, D. C. to the utmost. (j ater the mothcr State acknowledged Maine attendants.
Leo XIII, Dante's Beatrice, Pe
begins at 2.
greeting- with congratulations of
ployed a nurse, at the C. T. Baldwins Among Interesting literary figures
trarch's Laura, the brilliant d'Este DELIRIOUS DISCLOSURES!
she has inet have becn Alexander work accomplished and best wishes , It was voted to donate 815 to th"
sisters, Beatrice and Isabella.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton is in Bos
The Christian Endeavorers held WooUcott, Heyward Broun. Deems for continued success. Mrs BlnCross
Mrs Maude Blodgett,
At thc close of tlic meeting Miss !
ton for the week and will attend the another social last Thursday night Taylor, the Stuart Chases, Mary
ford's message wxs a plea for the Mrs OrUsa Mcrrltt and Mrs Rulh
Caroline
Jameson who has served
annual Flower Show at Horticultural with 35 present. Many games were Heaton Vorse, Sterling Brown who; Danglers to build more and more Ellingwood were named a nomlnatfhe club as president for the past
hall.
enjoyed under the capable leadership' wrotc the "Southern Road and re- i {or
juture gt,e
attended 20 lng committee to present a slate of
two years in a most efficient and j
of Florence Philbrook A game of Presents the best of the revival^ of
meetings
in
thc State, acting 2fflcers ,B.1
mcetln8
°
f
APrd 3
delightful manner, served tea. Miss |
Opportunity Class held a special
Muna Lee as messenger for thc National So- Thc soclal committee. Mrs. Annie
Ellen Daly presided at the tea urn,'
meeting at the First Baptist parlors special interest called Pig led many ,
and thc hotel waitesses prettily j
with afternoon and evening sewing, of the young people to define for the *h° wrote ' Sea Changes." Dr. Hom- clety. Following the business session . Stevens‘ chairman, announced that
the
State
Chaplain
conducted
a
very
!
the
annual
dinner
meetln
<
would
*
and
later
'
er
House
of
the
University
of
Mary

first
time
their
make-up,
gowned in green blended perfectly j
and picnic supper. The White Cross
land whose newest book Is “Sun impressive memorial service. As thc ' Apr“ 3 at The Thorndike at 6:30. A
Into the charming room with its de
box was completed, an entire layette when the delicious brownies were
Mrs. Moran herself, while roll was called for deceased members char«e of 85 cents per plate will be
licate tinting of green combined with
made, and a quilt knotted, a credit brought In, they didn't help in thc j Dance
least
to
lessen
the
new
found
deflnlprofessing
to writing litUe during a white carnation was placed tn a'
Mrs- Gertrude Durham of
shell pink.
able amount of work done by the 12
director of thc Ninth Dlstion of the young people. The eve- 1
season, has been taking a course huge white basket of calla lilies by
members attending.
>* honor guest and give a
ning ended in the singing of hymns in shorthand and typewriting at thc respective regents. Tapers were trlct
EAST UNION
Wood's Secretarial College in addi burning at either end of the table (talk on federation activities. All
Mrs. Nancy Hall, lovingly known by the happy Endeavorers with Rev.
tion to extensive reading and carry which was nearly surrounded by m€mbers Planning to attend are
Mr.
MacDonald
closing
in
prayer.
as "Aunt Nan," will celebrate
Crews, those welcome harbingers
ing on social activities. She has had palms, evergreens and flags. Fifty asked to notify Mrs. Stevens at the
91st birthday on Saturday. Mrs.
of spring, are here ln flocks.
several
poems
appear
in
’
“
Blue
carnations
were
placed,
representing
earliest
possible
date.
Spring Ccats arriving daily. New
makes her home at the Home
Moon," “Versecraft," the Washing the departed members. Mrs. Carey I Subjects tor next year's study were
Mrs. Shirley Bogle has been visit
Aged Women, where her genial and distinctive. See them today.
ton
Post,
and
other
publications.
ing
her motlier In Gardiner for a
sang
Crossing
the
Bar
and
taps
were
bussed,
and
this
list
presented
for
nature is a constant inspiration to Lucien K. Green. Odd Fellows Block,
Mrs. Moran has been appointed a sounded by a girl scout.
few days.
I
eonslderatbii.
to
be
voted
upon
at
School
street,
Rockland
—
adv.
the others there.
member of the National Board of thc
. , , ,
^e April 3 meeting: The Sea, Ger
Lowell Bowley is with Earl St.
League of American Pen Women as
many. Miscellaneous Subjects, Eng
Clair
for an indefinite time.
There will be circle supper at the
Recess was called and a delicious
NORTH HAVEN
chairman of Legislative Copyright,
land, United States and Relation to
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bartlett, ac
Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6.
luncheon was served at the Winter
and
is
also
chairman
of
poetry
for
Other
Countries,
Contemporary
companied
by Mrs. Luce of Washing
Worn«r trot. Hit will
with Mrs. George L. St.Clair in
The Stanley C. Boynton Co. will the district LAP.W. again this year. Street Church. A color scheme of Writers, Outstanding Men of thc
MARGARET
ton were callers recently on Mr. and
charge.
r
•
j
vellow
was
e
ff
ec
tf
V
eiy
carried
out
and
__
start Its regular scheduled trips to Recently she presented her trilogy of
,
.
, ,
Present Day, The Earl pertaining to
Mrs. Marlon Miller.
LINDSAY
spring
flowers
made
a
cheerful
set1
Lhe Islands on or about April 15th. Mother Poems at the Poetry Salon
Geology. In the discussion any
Sleeper Bible Class met Monday
An enjoyable meeting of the
WAIIIN
Watch this column for schedules and of the General Federation of ling for the enthusiastic group of practical Ideas were offered which
HULL
afternoon with Mrs. David S. Beacii.
Grange was held last Tuesday night,
Daughters.
opening date.—adv.
Women's Clubs at the Raleigh Hotel.
will doubtless aid in the selection of
the occasion being thc observance of
ANITA
Reports of State chairmen were
a subject and the making of a pro- '
Mrs.
Moran
will
not
accompany
Con

A pleasant Evening was spent Sat
LOUISE
birthday anniversaries of many
given. Greetings from Opportunity
gram.
gressman Moran home for the
urday at thc home of Mr. and M^s.
members. Including several which
RUTH
Farm, which is now on the approved
Democratic Slate Convention but re
Miss Edna Gregory, guest, played [
Robert MacFarland, the occasion be
had becn postponed from the previ
DONNELLY
list of schools, were extended by
ln a most artistic manner “Dancing I
ing the former's birthday. Entertain
main ln Washington for the Colby
ous month. Those attending took an
DRY HARD WOOD
Supt. Heald who expressed his grati
ment consisted of a guitar and so^g
Alumr.i banquet to be attended by
Doll" by Poldlnl.
active part in making the evening
tude for the excellent work thc
Per Foot, Fitted ......................... $1.25
TODAY
duet by Mrs. Robert MacFarland afld
t
•
President Johnson for whom she will
one of greetings and social enjoy
“DIONNE QUINTUPLETS"
Daughters have done to aid thc
Per Foot, Sawed ......................... $1.15
Mrs. George Feren. A tap dance by
give a tea.
ment. A fine program was furnished
(Mrs. Alice Karl and Mrs. Eva
In
school He said they were trying to
Per Foot, Long ............................. $1.05
Miss Louise St. Clair was much en
“THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"
and refreshments also were granted
build citizenship and to put before, Kelller
^cellent papers set forth
owOd
joyed. Games were played, folio'
a share of attention.
thc Conference their present needs. rcasons wl>V civilization owes a treby refreshments. Guests includedI j|r.
The next meeting of the Farm
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED, He related an evening with the 35 mendous debt to Italy. Among the
and Mrs. Jack. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Bureau will be Tuesday in the
Repaired, and Custom Set Building
boys
in
’
all
the
different
phases
of
P°
lnts
‘
°
“
d"
d
“
P°"
were:
Arehitec519
MAIN
STREET.
TEL.
487
by expert engineer
Phone 892
Whilly, Mr. and Mrs. Carioll S. Niles,
Grange hall for the study of the
their recreational occupation. The ture as =>hown in cathedrals and
CROCKETT'S GARAGE
Shows:
Mr. and Mrs. St. Clair, Mrs. Grace
subject, "Let's Fix It.” Mrs Amelia
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member greatest need seems to be another churches, public buildings, and even
Matinee 2. Evg. 6 30,----- ,
........
Risteen, Mrs. Dorothy Feren, Miss
National Radio Institute,
Dornan
and
Mrs.
Oretchen
Payson
Q.SH
is
C
one
-C
leaned
Cant. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
*0
building. Some easy chairs would be
rulned stiuctures the remains of
Washington, D. C.
Louise St. Clair,. and Miss Maxine
are cn the committee,
7-21-tf most acceptable and catcher's mitts whlch 8tiu Hrv« 88 an inspiration to
Chapman.
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SHADES OF CARL SCHURZ!

GREEN INK TALES
The Brotherhood At W arren
Hears a Lecture On Knox *

Judge Pattangall Comments On Carl Moran’s

County Events

Way Of Choosing Postmasters

(By Alena Starrett)
Frank A. Winslow, city editor ot
The Courier-Gazette, appeared in
the role of after dinner speaker for
the 71st time when he addressed the
Congregational Brotherhood at War
ren at Its bi-monthly meeting Thurs
day night at the chapel. A goodly
and appreciative audience was in
attendance, including ladles who had
been lnvit?d by the Brotherhood.
Mr. Winslow's talk, entitled "Green
Ink Tales." chronicled outstanding
events in Knox County and vicinity
from 1893 to the present year. Since
Mr Winslow was much ot the time
a representative of the Associated
Press for this section as well as
correspondent for the Boston Globe
and city editor of The CourierOazette, he was able to present first
hand facts.
Beginning with 1893. he told of the
opening of the Oeorges Valley Rail
road between Union and Warren. In
1898 the great gale when the Steamer
Portland was lost, nlso the Stermer
Pentagoet and the schooners King
Philip and Addle E. Snow. In 1939
the launching at Camden of the sixmasted schooner, the George W.
Wells. In 1996 the Steamer City of
Rockland vas wrecked. Mr. Wins
low was aboard when she was floated
after four days, seven tugs pulling
her from Gangway Ledge-,. All that
kept the craft from sinking was sea
weed which had been pressed Into
the damaged bottom when she
trashed.

NEW LOW PMCE&

Hon. William R. Pattangall. former to the 1934 campaign?—If so, how
chief Justice of the Supreme Court. much and to whom?—
I If
T B E S E
5. Did you contribute the free use
! turns loose his shafts of sarcasm at
of an automobile, or drive one with
the expense of the method adopted out charge, on election day, Sept 12,
by Congressman Moran in making his 1934?—
6. Did you personally work at the
postmaster recommendations. From
his article in the Portland Sunday polls on election day. Sept. 12. 1934.
and if so. exactly what did you do?—
Telegram the following is quoted:
7. Mention any work (not referred
Transferred from his native heath
to the Nation s capital. Congressman to above) performed by you In the
RADIOS
Moran happened to arrive at a time interest of the Party. In connection
when the affairs of the great party with the 1934 campaign?—
8 Please express your preference
with which he is affiliated, were Jus:
forming, and under the leadership ot for Postmaster by marking clearly
that High Priest of idealism, the for one of the following names of indi
mer chairman of New York's Boxing viduals, certified as eligible by the
Commission, preparing to gather the Civil Service Commission:
Eligible No 1------------1 harvest which the Democratic partyEligible No 2------------------------had planted and to claim it as its
Eligible No 3----------------own.
The present Postmaster (Eligible
Pure as had been the air in Rock
------------land. that In Washington was still for reappointment)
Remarks for reason of your choice
more rarifled. If In Knox County he
had breathed the spirit of patriotic
Please sign heredevotion to the cause of righteousness
Postofflee addressin the District of Columbia he could
Idoalistir Method
not fail to inhale great draughts of
Lily Pons, acclaimed as one of the greatest singers of all time, proves her
Could anyone suggest a better way
the
stratosphere,
the
higher
plane,
oi
great versatility when she displays talent as a superb actress and natural
self-dedication to the work of spirit of selecting postmasters than this?
comedienne in “I Dream Too Much," Wednesday only.'
That is, a better way to select them
ualizing America.
Opportunity was presented to 11- idealist.cally? It may by assumed
Miss Pons is seen as a little French himself. Henry Fonda plays the lustrate io the world the distinction that Comm tteeman Number One an
girl with a superb voice who. desiring husband
Others supporting the between the New Deal theories and swered the interrogations as follows,
only to hold the love of her young petite and beautiful opera star are those of its predecessors when ap
Yes—Two.
American husband, attempts to Osgood Perkins and Eric Blore. In
Yes—One.
plied to minor matters of a govern
escape from the fame which her singing two grand opera arias and mental nature. He as a member of
Four.
genius thrusts upon her. Failing four popular melodies composed es- Congress, was permitted to recom
Yes. One dollar. To the Treas
this. she solves the problem by mak- peclally for the picture by Jerome mend to his great Chief, the appoint urer of the Committee.
ing her husband a success In spite of Kern —adv.
ment of certain citizens of his dis 5. No.
6. Yes. Some things I do not care
trict to be installed as postmaster.to
state in writing.
Limerock street, with a $75,000 loss,
FATHER GOOSE RHYMES
in various towns. In fact, he was reIn 19C6 the negro convict. Minot
prime features; and foreign
I prefer candidate number one for
in sub-zero temperature.
------! quired to choose. In some instances
Et. Clair Frances, escaped from the
and domestic programs,
In 1918 occurred the Brown mu’- Extracts From The Old Classics That between several candidates for the postmaster.
police, aviation and amateur
State Prlsau where he was serving
Supposing Ccmmitteeman Numoei
d«r the story ninning for 17 consul- Good Little Bowlers Should Know same position.
calls...Come ini...Trade in
14 years for robbing the Red Beach
tlve days on the front page of the
_____
First, of course, a civil service Two answered much In the same vein
your old set... and tune in
postoffice and shooting the watch
Boston Globe. In 1920 the concrete Goosey. Ooosey. Gander where forth did examination was required Then from and Indicated the same choice and
Radio's Greatest Valuel
man. and whe had New England and
you
sally,
These three superlatively fine
freighter Polias ran aground at Port Up stairs, down stairs, or to the Bowl the three highest ranked competitors that Committeeman Number Three
Cr.nada on edge until his capture. In
instruments were built spe
ing Ailey
Clyde, and 11 of her crew, trying to
he must select one. The method of answered;
I heard you met a Sailor man.
1908 at the old timer baseball game
cially for you I . .. That is, if
escape in a lifeboat, were lost.
Yes.
Ten.
W'th hair upon his cheat.
making that selection was unique
in Warren. Rockland won. the score
clipped vour wings in prison style.
you want the Big 3 of mod
Yes Eight.
This year of 1920 saw also a half- Who
Maine has. in days now leng gone by
?nd knocked you galley west.
29 to 17. Mr Winslow pitching for
ern radio . . . Magic Brain,
million dollv fire at Rockland which
Ten.
(Six
of
them
alone).
been represented in the councils of
Rockland. In 1909 a second game
Magic Eye and Metal Tubes
Miss Muffett sat on a tuffett
burned several business houses start Little
Yes.
Twenty-five
dollars
to
the
the
Nation
by
great
men,
very
great
Smoking, and sipping her wine.
... at price you can easily
was played between Rockland and
Came
a
little
red
spider.
ing with Central Garage. A snow
men indeed. Oeorge Evans. William Treasurer of th? Committee (I am
Who sat down beside her.
afford... Never before could
Warren old timers. Rockland win
shoveling bee was held on Main And said "Could 1 date you at nine "
Pitt Fessenden. Hannibal Hamlin, ihe Treasurer).
you buy an instrument with
ning 36 to 32. Thirteen runs were
Said
little
Miss
Muffett
as
she
arose
street the spring of the same year.
James G. Blaine and Thomas B
5- Yes. Both.
from her tuffett.
all-3" for so little... In each
scored off Mi. Winslow in the eighth
Ir. 1925 came the disastrous fire "Kind air. your cigars and your bowl Reed are names that occur at once Ir.
6 Hauled voters all day. Kept two
set you'll find modern radio's
ing's so bad.
Inning and the time of playing was
in Union which burned the Masonic That if I would treasure.
that connection.
They too. were Republicans from voting by hiring
three hours and five minutes.
evening of pleasure.
block, Fred Burkett's store. Gordon Au
doubtless
faced
by
a
somewhat
similar them to dig potatoes on my farm,
The year 1911 witnessed the col & Lovejoy s and other stores, with, I'll get a younger and handsomer lad."
problem, but It is safe to say that no
7. Yes. Everything that an ideallapse of the Georges Hotel in Tho
boy blue come blow your horn.
damage estimated at $50,000. In 1923 Little
one of them thought of the solution 1st could do and then some.
To cheer up the Ganders all forlorn
maston. also the street car accident
a fire in t|< .• western wing of the They blew their own horn till they adopted by our congressman.
8. I prefer Candidate Number Two
blew it out straight.
In Warren at the siding a quarter of State Prison. In 1926 four convicts'
as postmaster.
But without fLsh and talers they "got
He
determined
to
permit
the
Demdj
a mile from the Warren waiting
the gate."
escaped from prison and one was
Can there be any doubt as to who
cratic town or city committee to deroom, in which Arthur Dolham was
TEL 980
ROCKLAND, ME.
killed as he leaped from the wall. In Little Brucey Grindle plays for hla cide. under his guidance, who should would receive the appo.ntmcnt and
313-325 MAIN STREET,
killed and several were injured. In
1926 the fire at the McLoon wharf, What supper.
who
ought
to
receive
it?
Even
a
ahall we give him? Flah hash and administer the local postoffice. Not
1912 Mrs. Austin leaped Into a Rock
butter?
Rockland, occurred.
by majority vote. That method sav practical politician would realize that
How can he eat it without any knife
land quarry with her two children.:
In 1929 three lost their lives as Hew can he marry without any wife?
ored of practical politics. He first Candidate Number Two was the
and their bodies were never re
can he bowl with a southpaw hand?
their car ripped through the rail at ■ How
Examiner: "What would you do If
His score card In a bowling match la as planned to ascertain Just how much proper man to select. That Is. of
voting for delegates to the State
A STONINGTON SPLIT
covered. In 1913 Rice Hutchins dis
bare as Sally Rand
the toll bridge in South Warren and
course, tf Committeeman Number
you saw the woman driving a car in
weight
should
be
given
to
the
views
Convention,
moved
that
the
meeting
continued operations In the Warren
plunged Into the Oeorges. In 1930 Fing a King of sixty cents, s bottle full expressed by each member of the Three was telling the truth, as he
Owing to a split In the Democratic , adjourn which was readily agreed to front of you put out her hand?”
Shoe Factory In 1915 came the dry
of rye.
William Davis, 10-year old Port Five tough
Candidate for driving test: "Slam
old Gander birds, baked In committee One could readily Imagine doubtless would do. else he would not
by all present to save further con
March when the big grass fire des
a pie.
Clyde boy missing, was found dead
be an officer of the Army of the party, due to those favoring Mildred tention.
on
the brakes." —(Montreal Star
that
there
might
be
men
or
women
When the match first opened the birds
troyed sevy.-vl buildings and menaced
tn an ice pond. In 1931 Mrs. Fred
began to sing.
Allen for the postmastership as'
serving as members who were un New Deal.
many Rockland homes; also the
were sad and silent at the
Wellman disappeared at West Rock- But they
Shades of George William Curtis, j against those In line with Mr Hatch
familiar with the duties of a post
end of the la*t string
year of Thomaston's worst fire. In
port and the body was found a few {
Cart Schurz and all of the rest ol the largest caucus ever held in Ston-1
master
or
who
were
influenced
by
1917 a 850.000 fire occurred at the 1
1 ' Will you walk Into my parlor" said
months later in the woods.
some other motive than the purifica the great reformers of the past! What
the Spider to Skip Pete.
State Prism; and the west side of
ington convened Friday night and j
, In 1931 th( dedication of Mont- "I fain would match you bowling and tion of the public service.
a way to choose a postmaster!
my wits with yours compete.
Main street. Rockland, was des,
. _
,
,
.
adjourned after a heated controversy
pelier in Thomaston; also the meet I should win my match and bets with
Their advice must be obta.ned tn
troyed from the Masonic temple to
any kind of luck."
at times near the riot point, with
ing of the Three-Quarter Century But the
Spider s plans went flooey. in a way that would enable the hna,
Husband—"I'm quite in the dark as
Club in Camden, with the late Elijah '
his own web he was stuck
The
arbiter to determine Just what it was to how these bills are going to be practically no order kept.
Harriman, then 99. of Cushing. | ol(? Moth„ Hubb.rd went to the cup- worth. It was at that point that
Hatch
faction,
being
so
far
In
the
paid
"
SAVE FUEL
present. In 1931 the Charles Burgess
board
1 idealism entered the picture. Inspired
1 To get her poor dog a bone.
Wife—"Well, you will be If you minority as to be unable to proceed
farm at Union was burned, In 1931 But when »he got there the cupboard wholly by a desire to do right as hs
BAKE QUICKLY
don't pay this one. It's the gas bill." (with their plans In the method of
bare
came the discontinuance of the So the»’W
dear old lady hot footed It down saw the right. Mr Moran drew up
Put In your kitchen one of the new
Street Railway service between Cam- tc the A A P store and sstd to Scottie with care and submitted to the mem
L.ttlefleld. "Sir I fain would make a
| den and Rockland. In 1933 the big small purchase ' But Scottie seemed to bers of the local committee the fol
' forest fire tn Vinalhaven. In 1935 be In s hellava hurry and said Madame, lowing document:
it hurts like the devil to tum away
: when the Steamer Castine was lost trade, but I am late lor the bowling
Questionnaire
and nothing shall stop me
j on the Bay Ledges and 10 violent match,
from taking the evening off. not even
Jan. 8—PO
the new curfew law Kindly close the
deaths occurred in as many days.
Questionnaire For Democratic
door from the outside Doggone your old
As Mr. Winslow concluded his ad nog Thank you. Good night "
Local Committee Members
Ann Nonny Musa
dress, the audience applauded him
Vinalhaven. March 20
In order to seek the advice of the
with enthusiasm and the Brother
members of your local committee and
hood gave him a rising vote of
give each committee member an op
NORTH HAVEN APPETITES
thanks. Although Mr. Winslow said
portunity to express his or her pref
that this was probably to be his final Seem To Have Worked Overtime at erence in connection with the post
appearance at the Warren Congrega
master appointment. I am sending to
Vinalhaven's Town Meeting
tional Church, his friends here still
day this questionnaire form to each
hope that he will find material with
member. I am taking this method in
North Haven, March 22
which to keep on. With his keen
stead of asking your committee to
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
sense of the humorous and the sim
actually hold a meeting on the mat
In Saturday's edition appeared a ter. In full realization that some
ple, straightforward manner of
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
presenting facts, he will be greatly very interesting account of Vinal committee members do not desire to
with a restrained gaiety that makes it
missed if he drops out from the haven town-meeting, written by the “take sides" expressing a preference,
The best range that ran be made.
correct for all occasions!
speaking platform so early in the only full bearded town correspondent the completion of this form is en
Trade In Your Old Range
day.
Being a town official for many tirely voluntary. If, however, a pref
100 SINGLE SHEETS
years Mr. Beverage is well informed erence is expressed by answering
Priced from
up
on municipal problems and being question 8, the other questions must
50 ENVELOPES
Postage
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
0/eczema rashes,chafing, fairly well along in years he certainly also be answered; consideration can
10c Extra
or
not be given unless all questions are
dryness - quickly checked arid knows something about pie.
50
DOUBLE
SHEETS
The dinner at Vinalhaven was one answered. Answer "No" or "None”
—^healing promoted with—
ROCKLAND, ME.
of the best I ever sat down to. rather than leave the answer blank,
50 ENVELOPES
llltf
Speaking of pie, Mr. Beverage was if necessary. It will be assumed that
j on his third piece when Elston and you do not wish to express a preference
• Printed with Name and Addiess on
Photo G*oeo Li* -Loon Marqoot
I left the table and appeared to be unless the form is fully completed
BACK TO THE DAYS OF THE DONS
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
going strong. Later I heard on the and returned in time to be in Wash
HEN Spring comes Mexico City mantic Lake of Chapultepec giving
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
street he had to be escorted to the ington on or before Jan. 15, 1936, to
takes on all the glamour of glimpses of the costumes and cus
her early days. Knights and veiled
toms which were the vogue In the
door. He is fortunate in having so Honorable Edward C. Moran. Jr., 207
RATES'
• Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
ladies promenade under the ancient days when Mexico City was tbe
’2»-S«3«»
many friends.
House Office Building, Washington,
to Your hotel in BOSTON
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Venice-like
Tenochtltlan,
and
a
ahuebuete
trees,
flower-filled
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Mr. Beverage did not comment on D. C.
dolas glide round the lake which night of elaborate fireworks and na
Orchid or Violet.
Herman Crockett's appetite but he
1. Did you participate in the en
«u rooms wrr« B*T»
once knew Queen Carlotta’s royal tive dances. The evenings' enter
500
R
ooms
is
very
clever
at
the
art
of
handling
rollment drive In 1933, 1934 or 1935,
weekly r«t«
• Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
barge. Spanish love songs and the tainments are climaxed with a bril
food or why would he be an Inn and if so, approximately how many
dolorous notes of guitars (111 the air liant Grand Masquerade Ball pre
Violet.
RADIO
keeper?
registered voters did you personally
—the capital city turns out for the sided over by the Queen and her
court,
and
attended
by
Mexican
gov
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A Husky Pie-Eater
enroll?
Spring Flower Tournament.
ernment officials and other promi
Unusually Low Priced!
TUB -.SHOWER
This year the (estival will be held
2. Did you personally register, or
nent people. Coincident with this
from
the
second
to
the
sixth
of
May,
cause to be registered during the
flower festival the season’s best bull
MANGER
Buy several boxei of this smart sta
and .s lending added Impetus to tbe tight will take place, and the cele
M.°T?
years 1934 or 1935, any voters, and if
fortnightly
cruises
to
the
Spanish
tionery while it is specially priced at
bration of the Purlhcation of the
so, approximately how many?
Americas and Mexico City. During New Fire, in which Indian teams
*» NORTH STATION
only $1 a box.
3. Approximately how many com
•< STEP-/r««><>«<• TRAIN- »«/•</< ROOM*
this time many novel spectacles compete in a unique Torch Race
mittee meetings did you attend during
are to be seen—a colorful battle of from the top of the Sacred Hill of
the year 1934 prior to the September,
flowers, a coronation of the Queen the Star to the National Stadium—
1934, election day?
in the presence of a glittering an ancient Aztec rite which is today
court, a parade ot floats on the ro seldom observed.
4. Did you contribute any funds
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MAGIC BRAIN • MAGIC EYE-METALTUBES
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Stonington Furniture Company
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